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RIGHTWING COUPS THREATEN

HUMANITIES & SOCIAL SCIENCE

PROGRAMS
The Music department is destined to lose
one third of its TAs .... the long suffering
Communications program is facing extinc-
tion .... the alreadypathetic Revelle Human-
Ries program is being transformed into a
collegiate version of "twenty-questions"
.o..a flood of faculty firings and resigna-
tions is radically aRering the composition
of the Literature and Sociology depart-
ments .... red-baRing is enjoying a revival
as a form of academic one-upmanship.
What the hell is going on?

Srineinl it all brock home
The current struggle of French students

to resist their government’s decision to
channel more people and money into tech-
nical training programs at the expense
of humanist disciplines it deems imprac-
tical or anachronistic appears less distant
every day. Recent shake-ups in several
departments indicate that UCSD is inlock-
step with the international trend toward

relegating traditional areas of study in
arts, letters and social sciences to a
merely decorative function at the fringes
of education. The policy has Rs origin
in the world economic crisis and its first
born, the new polRics of "ztmterity’.
The process of streamllningand regearing
the mechanisms of capitalism in order to
accomodate new condttiom¢ entails the
withering away or lopping off of super-
structural limbs which are regarded as
vestigial t or clangorous to the smooth
functioning of the system. The minimal
critical IIflnking fostered in humanist stud-
ies at institutions like this one was (as

was pointed out in our last collective
desk, NI April 20-26) useful to bourgeois
society during periods of growth and sur-
plus. Now, however, such previously in-
nocuous concerns as music p literature,
and sociology have beco me uglyo dangerous
fat from the point of view of our cor-
porate social engineers and their admin-
istrative/academic errand persons.

The effects we are now experiencing
derive from the austerity program as it
is interpreted and applied with increasing
particularity by business interests, the
various levels of government, the univer-
sity administration, and ultimately, the af-
fected departments themselves. The Im-
mediate beneficiaries of the cut-backs are,
ironically, the conservative, tenured fac-
ulty in those very departments. Their
willingness to participate in planning the
obsolescence of their own disciplines can
be understood if we take into account the

power shifts of the last few years. From
the middle sixties until quite recently~
right wingacademics have glumlyobserved
the gradual slippage of the authority they
had long exercised through seniority and
tight control of the patronage system. As
student interest turned toward more pro-
gressive and radical perspectives, these
academics were forced to sit back and
watch their power dwindle along with the
enrollment in their classes and seminars.
For a time, in some departments, there was
at least a superficial hegemony of the lib-
eral-left.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5

WHAT’S HAPPENING HERE?
Last Thursday 20 UCSD student and worker organizations held a rally on the gym

steps at which they presented carefully researched analyses of regressive trends in
educational and working conditions at our picturesque campus by the sea. Coverage
of the event by local media was sporadic and/or belated. Yet coverage by UC police
was thorough and ostentatious, featuring plainclothes cops inthe woods and a uniformed
servant of the people stationed prominently to the rear of the crowd. Why did this of-
ricer conspicuously display a camera with a powerful telefoto lens? Why, when asked
it the lens would "really zero in,"didhe reply, "I hope so"? Why was he taking notes
on the rally? Why did he retire temporarily to the Mandevllle Center? To take some
snapshots for his scrapbook? It seems that the administration’s concern with the re-
surgence of student activism at UCSDhas driven them to discourage students from even
listening to what speakers have to say by employing crude and overt means of intimi-
dation. We join all concerned persons and groups in the UCSD community in demand-
ing an explanation from the Chancellor and a discontinuance of this outrageous conduct
on the part of the UCSD administration.

ACCREDITATION ???
THE RALLY THE FORUM

MAYDAY
"The first May Day demanded the

POLICE MA UL STRIKERS

IN SANTA BARBARA

Again Santa Bartara was rocked by ir-
respomJfble vinlonce on thepart of the San-
ta Barbara Police and Santa Barbara Com-
ty ~ertff’s Department. -This mo~
May I, 1976 (International Worker’s Day)st
approximately 5:00 A.M.. Santa Barren
City and County law enforcement cffieera
numher/ng in the hundreds were sent in to
tm~rce a restraining order on a peace~l
demonstration (approximately S00) 
B.F.L vorkere and lmpportera.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

introduction of the eight-hour day. But
even after this goal was reached, May
Day was not given up. As long as the
struggle of the workers against the bour-
geoisie and the ruling class continues,
as long as all demands are not met,
May Day will be the yearly expression
of these demands. And, when better days
dawn. when the working class of the world
has won its dellverance--thentoo humanity
wtll probably celebrate May Day in honor
of the bitter struggles and the many suf-
ferings of the past."

--ROSA LUXEMBURG
For a comprehensive report on May

Day events around the world and here
at UCSD, please turn to pqes 8 and 9.

In an impressive show of solidarity,
twenty campus organizations rallied on the
gym steps last Thursda.v to demand that
the Western Assoemtion of Schools and
Colleges (WASC) deny UCSD ten year
accreditation. Among the more thanthree
hundred persons who participated in the
rally were at least two members of the
visiting WASC committee. They heard
spokespersons for the groups demand re-
dress of grievances ranging from the
abrigement of the freedom of speech to
institutionalized racism.

In his keynote address, Ernesto Hi=
nojos of MECHA stressed that UCSD
students do not feel the "sense of be-
longing" which the 1973 visiting accre-
dltation team report listed as a critical
factor in determining the institution’s
worth.

This was the first time in recent
memory that such a broadbased coalition
had come together to protest the University
administration’s insensitivity to student
needs. The presentation of the long llst
of grievances was made even more elec-
tric by the issue of accreditation. UCSD,
which now ranks fifth nationally in federal
grant awards, stands to lose some $70
million annually ff accreditation is denied.

Administration fear of the loss of ac-
creditation was made evident by veiled
v~rning to some groups to stay clear of
the rally, removal of posters and leaflets
announcing the event, and by the dissem-
/nation of misleading; in/ormation to the
press. Wayne Grays executive secretary
of the UCSD accreditationsteerlng com-
mittee, told the Evening Tribune that the
issue wu "cutbacks." Not surprisingly~
there was no Tribune reporter on band.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

"If the University could run this entire
research center without undergraduatesj
they would do it," angry students told
the Western Association of Schools and
Colleges accreditation committee in an
open forum last Friday in the North Con-
ference Room of the Student Center.
Chairperson Richard Gilman and members
of the ~isiting committee were given their
second straight day of anti-accreditation
protest.

MECHA reps presented the committee
with copies of the statements read by 20
campus organizations at the "Stop-10-
Year -Accreditation" rally held on the gym
steps the day before. The groups had unit-
ed to shatter the 1973 WASC report’s
notion that UCSD students feel a "sense
of belonging." They charged instead that
UCSD practices "institutionalizedrac-
ism" and accused the administration of
attempting to subvert student’s rights.
Most of Friday’s protestors seemed dis-
fllusloned with the University’s failure
to provide the "effective undergraduate

education" prescribed by the 1973 re-
port. The fireworks began immediately
after the MECHA presentation. Using a
rapid fire question and answer format,
Mr. Gilman heard disenthralled students
condemn the University’s neglect of
undergraduate education. Students com-
plained of little professorial contact, in-
creased class sizest and elimination of
important services (e.g. correcting of
math homework, humanities essays, etc~

Graduate TAs with four years exper-
isnce claimed to have witnessed a "vi-
sible deterioration" in the quality of un-
dergraduate education over the past three
years. Several students clmrgsd tint

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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New Indicator Collective,
Your latest edition is a sight for

sore eyes. The reality of a princlpaled,
non-sectarian radical publication pushing
no hardfast line and dealing with local,
national.and international realities is
something that everyone who wants to
see an authentic journal of communication
in this community should put some energy
into and support.

I have only two small constructive
criticisms to make about the first ins-
tallment of the Gay Liberation series.
The article-- though excellent in every
other particular-- contained two historical
errors, neither of which concerns gays
per so. First, it is a mistake to suppose
that "western guilt" was the motivating
force behind the U.S.--Brtttsh bloc’s sup
port of the creation of the Israeli state.
Secondly, these individuals executed forthe
Haymarket disturbance were hardly "rio-
ters" -- martyrs is a more fitting des-
cription.

It is an error in historical judgement
to think that guilt or other emotions
would be the deciding factor in any action
taken by an imperialist force. Better
to look for solid historical, economic
factors-- i.e., how didthe solution imposed
on Palestine benefit U.S.-Britishcorporate
and government structures. (See Cor-
purations and the Cold War, ed.Horo-
wttz, for background on the logic of how
the world was divvied up after WW 1I.)
If the U.S. government and corporate
structure had cared about the Jews they
might have done something for them when
the Nazis wereslaughteringthem-- instead
of letting in fewer immigrants from Ger-
many than allowable by established quotas
in effect durmg the period preceding the
war. Britain actually sent a boat l~d

ACCREDIT WHERE ACCREDIT IS DUE
To the New Indicator:

We would like to commend the members of the New
Indicator collective for the high journalistic standards
they have maintained in facing the flagrantly autocratic
actions of Vice Chancellor George (In) Murphy and his
minions. Many concerned persons are incensed at this
despicable attempt to suppress alternative media at
UCSD, In what is tantamount to violation of the First
Amendmentl to the Constitution.
As you are undoubtediyaware, however, this action is

but the latest in a series ofintoleruble repressive mea-
sures initiated by the UCSD administration. Earlleras-
lions have included redefinition of University time rego-
fattens to prohibit union organizing activity during lunch
breaks, intimidation of campus workers, dental of due
process and open hearings for the 10selectively-charged
students in the Nov. 25 demonstrations, the prejudicial
and biased coverage of same in Murphy’s "official" cam-
pus newspaper, and the inequitable distribution of space
to student organizations in Step II of the Student Center
(which we all paid for out of our student activity fees).
The latter issue is compounded byMurphy’s rejection of
viable alternative plans submitted to him by recognized
student government bodies. All of these attempts to sti-
fle and harass campus activists are also an attack on
the broader campus community by undoing basic l/her-
ties guaranteed under the Bill of Rights.

In vlewoftheabove UCSD is clearly not the center for
"free exchange of ideas" and "excellence in quality of
academic life" that the rhetoric we hear proclaims.
Moreover, UCSD is becoming plagued by serious pro-
blems of deteriorating academic standards and working
conditions, attributable largely to rampant maladmini-
stration. The specific evidence for this is almost too
great to enumerate but some of the highlights are the
following:

h Plansafoot inat least 3 departments to impursoeao
lize undergraduate education through Incrsasinglylargs
class and "discussion" sections conducted by overwork-
ed junior faculty, TA’s or unpaid undergradtutors. Many
of these schemes are even touted as novel academtc im-
provisations* when In fact they are merely clever ways
of accomodating inadequate funding (and preparation to
~hift the teaclflng load carried by TA’s elsewhere In
response to further cutbacks).

2. Widespread cheating ontustsdue to tack of close
supervision and unhealthy competitive pressures (which
contribute to our high incidence of pill-pupping, run-
aways, and even suicide). The administration approach
to these problems seems to be to treat the symptoms

of JewLsh refugees hack to Germany
As for the Haymarket victims-- o!

whom I doubt many of your readers have
heard, because of the sorry state of "his-
tory teaching’’ in our great land-- the indi-
viduals indicted and executed for a prove-
career’s bomb at a peaceful gathering were
martyrs to a heinous and not untypical
episode in American history in which the
true character of our socio-economic
system showed through its liberal facade.

Sal from Solaria Beach

SOLIDARITY VOICED
To the AnU-CIA Coalition:

Since the CIA hasa long idsiory of acting
against the interest of the world’s working
and oppressed peoples, and has carried out
planned terror, murder, assault, assasina-
tions asd the overthrowing of legit/mate go.
vernments and interference in the internal
affairs of Other governments throughout the
world; and where there is repression then
there is resistance: we as students and
workers support that resistance.

The Political Education Club (P.E.C.)of
San Diego CRy College hereby expresses
our solidarity and support to the Anti-CIA
Coalition, to the students who have come
under attack, and to all people who have
raised the issue of the CIA on campus and
the role it plays in the world and we fur-
thermore call upon all progressive people
to support these issues and to demand the
CIA off campus and that all charges against
the students of UCSD be dropped
CIA OFF CAMPUS!!
DROP THE CHARGES]
SUPPORT THE TEN]
SUPPORT THE ANTI-..CIA COALITION]
From: The Political Education Club

of SDCC
UNITE THE MANY,
DEFEAT THE FEW!

What’s going an

DISABLED PERSONS’

AWARENESS WEEK
There ls a forgotten issue that was raised 5/5

during Saxon’s visit to UCSD last November
25. When asked about theproblemsofdis-
abled persons in the UC system, the UC
president confessed to being entirely ig- 5/5
norant of the difficulties faced by the dis-
shied. This lack of awareness is shared
by persons not only throughout the UC sys-
tem, but throughout our society. 5/8

This lack of awareness is illustrated by
things that happen every day. in a society
where "public" transportation is for the
most part iuaccessable to disabled per-
sons, able-bodied persons continue to park
in space reserved for the handicapped. In
a society where education is important, the
disabled face problems in gaining access
to this education in admission policies, in
physical barriers, and in lack of supportive
services. Social misconceptions make
even a trip to the supermarket a demean-
IQg experience. These problems are not
the result of malice, but are merely re-
flective of the lack ofawaresess of the peo-
ple involved.

UCSD’s Disabled Students’ Union is at-
tempting to combat this lack of awareness.
May 19-171 will mark Disabled Persons’
"Awareness Week" at UCSD. A number of
activities are scheduled. Amongthem will
be the lend-out of wheelchairs, ear plugs,
canes and blinders to enable persons to
experience first-hand the differencea dis-
ability makes in their daffy activities. In

5/15addition, seminars willbe held each evening
covering various facets of the disabled ex-
purience. Seminar topics will include at-
titudes* sexuality, and career planning.

We hope to get the participation of a large
part of the UCSD commtmity in the planning
of the "Awareness Week" as well as in the
subsequent activities. Planning meetings
will be held at 3:00 Wednesdays at the DSU
office in the Student Center. If you wish to

~nrticipate in these activities but can’t at-
d the meetings, contact Sandy in Student

Organizations and leave your phone unm-
her.

rather than the ceases, through palliatives like the "24
hour burnout center" during final week, mindless dis-
.tractionslike tricycle races and snowball fights, and an
enormous peychologxcal counseilngprogram desigaedto "
help the individual "adjust" to the UCSD environment.

3. Elimination of undergrad 198’s and 199’s by the
Academic Senate, making it all the more difficult to
pursue personalized programs of instruction. Proposed
new regulation that undergrad instructional assistants
can receive either 195 credits or pay for their services
(often just ~150/quarter), but not both. Refusal of Gra-
duate Council to make support necessary upon admission,
or to set a 50% FTE support level for grads. Fever
tuition waivers for out-of-state and foreign students (who
cannot establish Calif. residence), meaning that some
(even those with 50~ support) will have less than $1800
to cover all living expenses for 9--12 montbsafter paying
their fees. Consequent decline in qealltyofgradnate ad-
missions due to ffr~ncinl restrictions.

4. Use of OASIS tutors to write up confidential eva-
lnations of non-tenured instructors without their know-
ledge, violating academic principles. At the same time
some duper tments are overinden with tenured faculty wbu
do not carry their full share oftsachingresponsibilltles
(and some of whomareconsistentlyratedaspuor or in-
competent teachers by CAPE). Absence of a major, on-
going TA training program with input from graduate stu-
dents as todesiguandcontent. Next year’s program may
be compulsory, and begin two weeks before start of in-
struction, causing hardship to some grads.

5. False promises and lies in negotiations with GSU
to stabilize TA employment situation. These start with
Chancellor McElroy’s statement to theBcardofRegsuts
last summer that UCSD has no TAproblemasd enjoys a
40:1 studsnt/TA ratio, when in fact this ratio continues
to rise (on State.ltmdad basis)to over 56:1. Conflicts
between undergrad Work-Study moneyasdunueed Work-
Study funds which the Chancellor stated inwritingweuid
be available to hire qualified grads this year, but wh/ch
reverted to the undergrad Work-stm~’y pool This is es-
pecinlly important because reductions in EOP programs
will effectively exclude access to higher education by
mlnorfly and working.class persons. Lack of firm con-
tract commitments called for by April 15th in C~U sego-
tintions, even at this late date. ELimination of "extra"
TA positions in Literature (accordtngto Jean Fort) which
may put a dogen Erads or more out of work and school.

6. Use of $100,000 in campus discretionary funds and
salaries of employees for kangaroo trial of student acti-
vists (when the DA determined there wsum’t epouL, hevi-
dance for a civil case, and the regolations alleged to have
been violated may have been writtunafierNov. Z5). The

CINCO DE MAYO
...end more

Cinco de Mayol Celebration on Soc-
cer field, UCSD, spons’d by MECHA
11 to 3.

El Teatro de la Esperanza.
CR 107, 3rd CoIL, UCSD.
8 to I0 pm .... FREE!

"Las Manes de Dies/’ performed
by El Tsatro Chicano de UCSD,
CR 107, 3rd coll., UCSD.
8 to 10 pro. free.

5/8 Cinco de Mayo Dance, Revelle:
Cafeteria, UCSD. Free.
9 pm to 1 am.

5/7 San Diego Women’s Coalition will
meet at 8 am at Las Hermanas--
call the care for breakfast reserve
ations.

5/9 Films. Mother’s Day Program;
Benefit for ~ Hermanas Women’s
Care. Films include: "Women and
children at large"; "Home.born
Baby"; "Chris and Bernie"; "Film
for My Son." Unicorn Cinema, 7456
La Joila Blvd.

5/13 Omari Mnsa, SoctalLst Workers
Party candidate for U.S. Senate from
Calif. Noon, Muir Plaza, UCSD.
Spons’d by Yng SoctaHst Ail’nce.

Calif.-wide demonstration for Equal
Rights Amendment in Los Angeles.
More info available at ERA Task
Force meetings, Mondays at 4, We,
men’s Center, UCSD.

Feminist Coalition meets Wednes-
days at 4 at Women’s Center.

Lesbian Caucus meets Mondays at 5
at Women’s Center.

Each Saturday night at Groundwork:
7-10 pm--Open political discussion.

administration asserted to GSU such sums of money could
not be found in campus budget to remedy TA situation
this year (acknowledged as being critical in campus plan-
ning documents, and in letter from division heads to
Chancellor).

7. RefUsal of UC administration and Regents to re-
order priorities to ensure quality of existingprograms.
While pressing ahead for luxuries such as $153,000 ad-
dition to Muir parking lots, $2,000,000 University Art
Museum, 9 hole golf course, new cafeteria for the Meal.
~h.oul½n the site of demolished Student Organizations
building. Other plans call for slowed expansion of UCSD
library collections.

8. Possible conflict of interest or collusion of top
UCSD administrators with Board of Overseers business-
men (who sit on mutual board of directors for bank hand-
men (who sit on mutual board ofdirectorsfor bank han-
dling UCSD funds), with absence of significant student
input. Past preferential land dealings involving top ad-
ministrators (reported in SD Union). Lavish housing,

~ncrtertainment, and travel exl~nses for top administra-s--whfle students face 8% rent increases for next 4
years. $400 raise in out-of-state tuition, parking fee
increases, elimination of bus services or other neces-
sities at Mesa Apts., uncertain food quality (and dupli-
cation in college food purchasing expenses paid for by
students in meal tickets).

9. Largostadmistrator/student FTEratio of all 9 UC
campuses (over $100 more spent per student on general
administration at UCSD than at next highest campus,
UCR. Note SIO and University Hospital have their own
separate accounting and administrative staff not included
in the general campus administration FTE used to com-
pute ratios in GBU report).

10. Accreditation Commission report of 1973 grants
UCSD provisional 3 year accreditation due to confused
UCSD administrative structure and general imbalance
between sciences and other divisions. Purported "self-
study" documents prepared by UCSD administration con.
tain numerous vagaries and mistakes. Moreover, lttue-
ary prepared for accreditation team visit allowed little
time for contact with students.

We would liketo recommend that students review the
1973 Accreditation Commission report, examine the
positions presented by the groups at last Thursday’s
rally, and continue to expose as a ~arce accreditation.
for an Institution whose priorities and programs are so
clearly unrelated to the real educational needs of our
society as those of the UCSD administration.

w

--People’s Accreditation Committee

NOTES
FROM
THE COLLECT/VE
DESK

FACULTY VOTE SELVES
INCOMPETENT

TO GIVE GRADES
The decision of the Academic ~enate to

make pass/not pass grades mandatory for
198 courses must not slide by without some
comment and analysis. 198’s are courses
in which a group of students and a prof-
essor work out a course together inanarea
of mutual interest. 199’s, which are ind-
ividual study with a professor, fell to the
pass/not pass axe in June, 1974. Now,
if a student desires a grade in either a
198 or a 199, she or he must petition
the Academic Senate’s Committee on Ed-
ucational Policy. The secretary for the
Academic Senate has said that that body’s
policy is to accept no grades whatso-
ever for 199’S* even when they are petit-
ioned.

This policy means that students cannot
receive grades for studying thin~ that.
really interest them. This means ~n turn
that their grade point averages will be de-
termined only by their performance in
large, impersonal, competitive class situ-
ations. Furthermore, they will be discou-
raged from pursuing relevant, innovative
and controversial subjects; the elimination
of the grade optlonhere makes it even more
difficult for students to engage in studies
which question the system.

In voting as they uave. the Academic
Senate has affirmedabeliefthat grades ~re
only valid in impersonal, competitive situ-
ations. They have slandered the integrity
and efficacy of co..opurative educational
experiences, experiences through which it
is possible for everyone to grow andlearn
and to do excellent work to,ether.

This point is crucial: to accept that
through co-operative work all interested
parties would be capable of achieving ex-
cellence would negate the very system of
hierarchical dominance which it is the Uni-
versity’s job to perpetuate. Indispensable
to the University’s logic is the dogma that
in any given group of people a small per-
centage is capable of excellence, a small
percentage will fail and the vast majority
will wallow in mediocrity. The system
could not function as It does were we all
to achieve excellence. There is simplynot
enough space at "the top"; soan important
function of the University is to condition us
to failure or mediocrity, to allow only those
most able to adapt to impersonal, hierarch-
ical educational structures to succeed.

In view of the change for the worse in
the socio-economic structure and situation
as a whole, the University simply cannot
tolerate the challenge of co-operative edu-
cation; becuase the number ofplacesatthe
top is diminishing. Thus, gradually, invi-
diously, they are wipingoutthe educational
reforms won through hard struggle since
the mid-Sixties. If we are to reverse this
trend, our only option is to organize and
struggle in the same way as those who a-
chieved the reforms that are nowbeingta-
ken from us.

We are printing the statement made by
a representative of the Student Cooperative
to the Academic Senate. After hearing
this statement, the Senate debated briefly
before a majority voted to abolish grades
for 198’s. Both the statement and the vote
speak for themselves.

COOPSTATEMENT

TO ACADEMIC SENATE

There is a problem. It appears to some
students and faculty that many students are
taking 198’s of little content. The students
are receiving A’s for these courses and
effectively "padding" their GPA’s.

But perhaps it’s notthe students who are
misusing the system, but the professors
who are giving undeserved grades. It
seems incredible that this problem is
blamed on the students.

The professors I’ve talked to have all
felt that independent studies are valuable
learning experiences. The studentshelieve
this too. 198’s are legitimate courses and
we should have the option to take them for
grades.

We need grades forour major. We need
grades for applications for grad schools
and for jobs. Grades are the currency of
the system. We have to make our educa-
tional decisions with them in mind.

Some professors saythat students should
not be concerned with grades for indepen-
dent studies since we will get letters of re-
commendation anyway.

That’s not the issue! The issue is that
students have the option to take independent
studies for a grade ff they would 1/ke. We
often need the grade, so we need that op-
tion.

If students are doing academic work,
they should he able to get a grade for it.
If they deserve a letter of recommendation,
that’s good too. But one does not replace
the other.

It’s the professor’s responsibilityto see
that grades adequately reflect the work
that’s done. Many professors feel that in-
dependent studies are ungradable. But in-
dependent studies are a contract situation.
The professor and student can draw up an
outline at the beginning of the quarter. They
can define together what an A is worth. If
the student hasn’t performed the work that
was planned, he will be graded accordingly.
Professors have an obligation, a responsi-
bility to grade students fairly.

The aspect of independent studies that
makes them such important learning expe-
riences is interpersonal contact. The pro-
position here is that this interpersonal con-
tact prohibits professors from giving un-
biased grades. But so many aspects of
academic life involve interpersonal con-
tact. When you judge another faculty mem-
ber’s work, read a thesis paper,or write
a student’s letter of recommendation, the
same conflict is there. How can you be un-
biased in one situation but not in the other?

We don’t want to discourage contact be-
tween students and professors. That would
be counter-educational. The most impor-
tant part of independent studies is student-
professor interaction. That’s the heart of
education.

If you think education is ungradable...
maybe we should join together in abolish-
ing all grades as artificial devices.

But that’s not the issue here today. We
are not dealing with all grades. We are
talking about limiting the evaluation of
198’s to Pass/Not Pass. As such you would
be limiting student options to pursue the
~ducational experience to its fullestpoten-
tlal.

I

f The New lndiqmtor is offi¢iolly

r~ogniz~ as o campus n~m~Poper by the
Student Commml@eticms B(mrd of UL"SD. " The
views expressed do not necessorlly repro-
s4mt those ef the B~mrd, the Chancel|er,
Or the Regents.

The New Indl¢oter subscribes to
Llberotion News Service (LNS) and is 
mr of the Alternetive Press Syndi-
cate (~PS). Letters end articles should
be. if possible, typed on 6e-space lines
and sent tot

The New 1ndlcater co4ze©tive, St~lent
Orgcmlzetlens Center. UCSD. La Je|le,
Cellfornio 92093.

C~)yright

new indicator collective c0ntr;-
butors and workers: tracy, betty,
John, gerry, monty, beth, victor,
line, alda, doug. carl, charles, dan,
alfred, patrick, marcus, durio, jan,

1976 by JPS

peter, susan, gins, chip, Julte, kevin,
rick, david, richard, ellye, rebekah,
sarah, don, charlie, aliosha, Jose luis,
robert, maryann, mark, rick, bill, J
george and many others, thanks. /

Murphy’s closet

by Our Reporter
There is an unaerstandable shyness

among members of the New indicator
Collective to discuss the so-called office

Mr. Murphy assigned them In rue so-
called student center. To 0egm with,
It’s not an office but a closet. A medium
size closet, but still a closet. This
reporter, who accepted the assignment to
cover it, doubts whether Mr. Murphy could
hang all his wardrobe in it. And even
ff he tried , Mr Whitehill would have to
applaud from outside. The window is the
size of one towel and if. for example,
Mr. Seville were to sit behind it, writing
a letter to Mr. Berman In Washington,
who was appointed by Mr. Nlxon to help
humanities, Mr. or Ms. Stroll ( but only
one of them) would have to stand behind
Mro Seville, holding a flashlight, because
a filing cabinet, for which there was no
other space, is blocking the window- and,
at any rate, while this closet may indeed
be big enough for one p~rson to write
a letter to another person, it is cer-
tainly not big enough to produce or even
discuss the production of a newspaper
and you, the reader, are urged to stop
by and take a look, try turning around
in it without hitting something, then write
us your comments. On your wayhome, you
might drop In at Mr. Murphy’s office
which was assigned to him by Mr. Murphy.

groundwork expands ...

CHECK IT OUT

Groundwork Books will be expanding
their hours to Saturdays from 2 to S
and 7 to 10pro in addition to our Mon-
day through Friday 10:30 to 2, and
Thursday evening hours. By being o..
pen on Saturdays we hope to begin to
function as a community center and to
provide store hours for people work=
ing during the week We have begun
topical and open political discussions
sessions. On Saturday, May l, at ~:30
in the bookstore there w~s a dis-
cussion on sex roles, ~lease bring all
your thoughts and literature conclusive
to this discussion. On May 8, the
subject will be"Toward a theory of the
Collective" -we would appreciate an in-
terchange of ideas from other colleco
tives and invite all to attend. On May
15, also at 2:30, there will be an af-
ternoon of political music-please come
with your instrument and songs. In
addition to these planned sessions, in-
formal, open political hours, there will
be coffee and tea and any refreshments
you care to bring. If you have any
suggestions for future topics, or if
you have any criticisms in general of
Groundwork, please drop them off at
the bookstore in the student Center.

I~.CKY N~"~ER G4~T INTO .
ANY BERIOU~ TROUBLE,
DOCTOR t SHE~8 HAD A

I

BHE
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TOKENISM SUCKS

...But R’s better than nothing, which is
what students had before the sixties as
far as official representation in Universi-
ty affairs. For now students have, for
the most part, full positions on the
,various Campus Wide Committees. These
committees initially determine every
phase of student life from what goes
into your head to what goes into your
stomach. With this in mind, it is clear
why certain concerned individuals felt
that it would be nice if student views
were represented on these committees.

...And so it came to pass, after much
sitting in and copplngout (compromising)
that students were allocated positions or.
committees. But alas, where are th~
students to fill them? They are gener-
ally found among the ranks of the already
over-committed activist s who know
enough to understand what goes on in
these committees but don’t have thetimc
to do much about it. But what is a stu-
dent activist? A student activist is :
person who attends an institution of lear-
ning and is involved in the process whic~
determines his or her life. At thi:
institution , the"process" involves thv
"officially recognized" areas of UCSI
such as the Campus Wide Committees,
College Councils, College Committee ,s,
and Afirmative Action groups.
"process" also involves such "unof.
fictal" areas as the Student "Cooperativ.:
Anti .CIA Coalltion., Young Soctalb:
Aitmnce, Young Americans for Freedon,
and other such "radical elements’,

Do you want to put a little of ym :
hard learned theory into practice? L~
you want to "broaden your horizor:’ ?
How about simply getting to know y mr
way around this place just in case ~u
want or need to do "somethin~.

ff you are at all interested, a g ~od
starting point for aspiring activists :s a
position on one of the Campus Wide
Committees. There is literally a com-
mittee for everyone in that there is
broad range of prerequisite experten~ e
for each of the various positions.

The At-Large Appointments to the., e
committees will be made this quartet
(spring) for the next year by the Appeirt.
meets and Evaluations Committee ofth~
Student Cooperative.

The deadline for applications is Friday,
May 7 (you probably have received an
appllcation and descriptive brochure in
your mail), and should be turned in to
Sandy at Student Organizations. Appli-
cants will be contacted for an inter-
view time. Any questions should be dir-
ected to the Appointments and Evalu-
ations CommRtee, x 4450.

Mark Fingerman for
Appointments and Evaluations

BY THE WAY "’"
Remember the "freeze" placed on our funds two weeks ago? Well, as you may have

guessed our finances thawed out Tuesday afternoon with the announcement that Vice
Chancellor and Dean George Murphy had been contacted at home, where he is still re-
covering from a particularly virulent new strain of flu, and that he had decided to rescind
the freeze of New Indicator funds. Earlier in the day the Chancellor’s office had cancelled
a meeting scheduled for 11 a.m. with New Indicator representatives and Robert Lynn,
our attorney from the A.C.L.U. and the Chairperson of the Student Communications
Board, because Chancellor McElroy would not be back from Sacramento in time. Our
lawyer subsequently placed a telephone call to the University CourLsel in Berkeley re-
garding our plight. According to Rick Whitehill, Murphy’s subordinate, it was a call
from Berkeley that prompted Murphy’s change of heart.

To reiterate our reasons for not acquiescing to Dean Murphy’s,emend, our pos-
ition is that we are in compliance with Coma Board regulations, as confirmed by the
Comm Board’s statement that we have satisfied our obligation to them and to the Chancel-
lor. We reaffirm our belief inn collectivist approach which abjures elitist and ego-trip-
ping. not to mention exploitive, structures such as "editorial hoards." We have of
course no way of knowing for certain if the fund freeze was part of a systematic effort
to suppress us or if it simply represents an isolated display of eccentricity. We hare
her no illusions that we pose a major threat to the Establishment hereabouts. But as
we’ve noted, the freeze did follow directly on the heels of the administr~tiou’s thwarted
attempt to sell typesetting equipment used by alternative media at a time when "of°
fictal" UCSD media were effectively ignoring Dean Murphy’s imperious conduct in the
Student Cool~..ratlve space aUocations affalr.--a matter, incidentally, ~hich is an on-
going problem. Although we are thanidul for Dean Murphy’s apparent change o( heart
regarding our funds, we will continue to cover campus and other events as we see them,
including conduct of University admintstrators.



Accreditation Rally
CON’rINUED FROM PAGE I

~hannels 8 and 10, also conspicuousi)
absent from the rally, denied that any
pressure was brought to bear to avoid
covering the protest. Both claimed "oth-
er priorities," yet did not state whether
they were aware that $70 million was at
stake. (Channel l0 did have a reporter
on campus, but evidently the public rela-
tions office directed him to a story about
a newly developed IUD.)
The rally was marred by the appearance of

uniformed and undercover policemen out=
fitted with photographic and electronic
communications equipment in addition to
the usual pistols and clubs. But, despite
their presence, the rally was orderly and
the groups assembled were able to de-
liver their concrete evidence of admin-
istrative malfeasance.

Several of the organizations pointed out
the administration’s discrimination in the
hiring and recruitment of women and
minorities. Connie Jeung=Mills, spokes=
person for the Feminist Coalition, said
that women account for only II% of the
UCSD facuRy, and for only 3.3% of the
tenured faculty. According to Jeungo
IRills, men staff earn an average of $2,300
more per year than women in the same
positions. She cited the high attrition rate
of women students at UCSD, and sexist
imbalance in the graduate schools (25%
women), medical school (18%) and Scripps
(13%) as evidence that "women are being
burnt" on this campus.

Mariana Mejfa of MECHA called for
immediate action to improve conditions
fr r Chicanos at UCSD. She expressed
~rave concern that there are only four
tenured Chicano faculty members, and
that Chicano student enrollment is as-
creasing. Mejh also deplored the fact
that Third College, a college "set up !or
people of color, is now 60% white.’

Asian-American Student Representative
Elena Yagad~ blasted the administration
for its "insensitivity towards a unique and
particular minority." She went on to
say that while Asian-Americans comprise
12% of the student body. there are no
Asian-American administrators, no Asian
Americans on the EOP staff, and none in
psychological counseling.

The Third World Coalition lashed out
at the University for its "policy of
institutionalized racism." Spokespersou
Merle Smith pointed to the administrative
inefficiency in the recruitment of third
world peoples. She asked why, whenthere
are nearby Native American reservations
of 70,000, the University has no morethan
nine Native American students. Why,
she demgnded, does an expenditure of
~ti4,000 result in only 290 ethnic students
being admitted? She pointed to admini-
strative insensitivity to the problems and
needs of minority youths. She challenged
the administration’s choice of a white man
to recruit ethnics of color for Third Col-
lege. "to go into Watts, East Los Angeles,
Compton, Southeast San Diego and the
Chicano commumties of tim state and con-
wince them to come to UCSD by showing
them films of beautiful downtown LaJolla,
the blue Pacific (surfers included) and the
Crew Classics at Mission Bay..."

Dario McDarby of the Tenant Union
Organizing Committee saw the proposed
8% per year housing increase for the next
four years as a direct threat to "single
mothers and working class minorities and
whites." McDarby warned that the 6%
figure is based on inflated occupancy
levels (95-100%) and that the actual in-
crease may well be as much as 15% per
year. He demanded that State funds he
used to operate the Housing Service and
free students from the responsibility of
paying Housing employees. He also
called for more human services to deal
with the problems of student tenants try-
ing to cope with financial chaos. *’We
want control over our housing and our
lives," McDarby asserted.

Various groups criticized the Unlver-
sRy for stressing research to the detriment
of undergraduate education. Aurtlmr Cor-
pus of Students Active Toward Community
Health (SATCH) deplored the policy 
encouraging "research and theory" while
ignoring the "relevant and practicaltmck-

ground necessary for us to become health
professionals in the low income and dis-
advantaged communities.."

Cookie Mahoney of Students Against the
CIA accused the administration of caring
less about the "quality of education under-
graduates receive," than about the "quan-
tity of money it receives for doing clas-
sified research." Maboneyquoteda recent
L.A. Times article which exposedthe CIA’s
use of University administrators, educa-
tors, and students to subvert progressive
movements. Citing the $90 million grants
UCSD has received from the Department
of Defense, she called upon the WASC to
accredit the campus not as an institution
of higher learning, but as a "servant of
the repressive apparatus of the U.S. socio-
economic system."

Cory Smith, a GSU member, demanded that
luxury items be trimmed from the Univer-
sity budget to forestall educational cut-
hacks. He said the GSU seeks to "end
the medieval treatment of grads as second
class employees and restore the quality
of undergraduate education, as a prime
UCSD objective." He warned that the
aciminLstratton’s use of Work-Study funds
to pay TA’s may cause hardship to under-
grads seeking funds to replace Guaran-
teed Student Loans many banks have
eliminated. He went on to state that,
"if these funds run out or are reduced
(as Federal EOP funds were reduced
this year) then we will be worse off than
we are now under current strained condi-
tions."

Concern over the rundown conditions and
overcrowding at the UCSD Coop Day Care
Center was expressed by Mujer and the
Day Care Center Parents. Anna Sisnett,
spokesperson for the Parent group criti-
cized the administration for lgnorine "the
welfare of coming generations" while
wasting money on "Trike Races, Soowhall
fiascoes and punitive, futile judicial tri-
als."

Members of the New Indicator Col-
lective, Student Coop-BOA and the Com-
munications student Union condemned the
administration for usurping the rights of
students, Gins L~l~co, speaking for the
New Indicator, explained how, without prior
warning and in defiance of the Communi-
cations Board, Vice-Clmncellor Murphy
froze the paper’s funds. Members of the
collective were then forced to pay for the
already printed issue out of their ownpoc-
kets. She received an ovation upon re-
ferring to the Triton Times as "offi-
cially sanctioned garbage’ and vowing to
continue the struggle to preserve campus
media and freedom of the press.

Montgomery Reed of the CSU, his voice
charged with emotion, recalled howpecple
had fought and died during the Sixties, at
places like Kent State and Jackson stateto
secure those very rights whichtheadmtni-
stration is now trying to subvert. Admini-
strative attempts to block the student Co-
operative’s ability to function drew sharp
criticism from Coop spokespsrson, Marco
LIMandri. He decried the administration’s
tactic of constantly challenging the legiti-
macy of the Coup’s mandate. The chal-
lenges seem spurious to LiMandri since the
Coup’s "combination of 35% voter turnout
and winning 60% of the vote reflect the
same statistics that the U.S. media la-
belled the greatest landslide In history
when Richard Nixes won in 1972." LiMandri
called on all students to insist oaths rights
guaranteed them by the Constitution.

Anthony Gonzales of the Young Soci-
alist Alliance warned of a "concerted ef-
fort to roll back students’ rights and
tighten government and corporate control
of the University." He urged students to
organize to fight outlooks and insist on the
right to an education.

Ernssto HinoDs closed the rally with a
call for all groupu to convene at the open

meeting with the accreditation committee
on Friday at 9 A.M. in the North Covger-
once Room of the Student Center. The
rally was determined to he ofllc~sllyover
when Deputy Vine Clmacellor Rick Wh/is-
hill (who, upon seaingno narcherstoimsh,
had stretched out in the sun) came to and
sauntered away. z7
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"Smokey in a plain white wrapper" lurks in woods near accreditation rally.

Accreditation Forum
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

professors were more concerned with
doing research and maintaining personal
business concerns than with undergradu-
ate instruction. One TA claimed that
many graduate students had been put
in the vulnerable position of having Co
do private business.related research for
their advisors.

The WASC Committese was also i
formed of the risky administrative p01-
icy of using work=study funds to pay
the TAs. One grad student warned,
"If obligatory work-study applications are
ruled illegal, and there’s a good chance
they will be, student/TA ratios will jump
to over 70:1"

Mr. Gilman asked at one point how
representative of general campus senti-
ment the 30 assembled protesters were.
in a show-of-hands survey, he found a
2:1 undergrad/grad ratio with all disci-
plines and all four colleges represented.
None of the students in attendance voiced
any arguments in favor of accreditation.
Besides criticism of the serious deter-
ioration of undergraduate education, the
committee again heard charges of Uni-
versity discrimination against minorities
and women. Chairperson Gilman was so
impressed by the Day Care Center Par-
ents’ criticisms that he appointed a spa=
cial committee member to visit the
Center and speak with the parents and

b’taffo

Charges of violations of Constitutionally
guaranteed freedoms moved several
committee members to note-taking.
The NEW INDICATOR fund freeze and the
mysterious February appearance of cam-
pus regulations governing student dis-
ciplinary hearings were the primary focal
points.

One irate student explained to the
puzzled committee that regulations were
written in such a way as to pre-
vent student participation in the quasi-

judicial proceedings against the ten mem-
bers of the antl-CIA coalition. He ex-
pressed concern that the regulations em-
powered Chancellor McElroy to appoint
the hearing officer even though McElroy
was responsible for the preferment of
charges.

The committee was also told of the
failure of the administration to refutepub-
llshed charges that the regulations had
been written after Saxon’s November ~.Sth
visit. Finally, R was alleged that Chan-
cellor McElroy had violated UC-system-
wide regulations (revised Och 1973)by
allowing Vice-Chancellor Murphy to write
campus regulations governlngdisciplluary
hearings.

For Deputy Vice-Chancellor Rick White-
hill, who attended the student forum, it
was another bad day. His at-
tempt to speak in defense of the ad-
ministration on the issue of Third Coil
age Departments led to loud protests which
prevented Chairperson Gilman from re-
coguizing him. students claimed it was
unfair that their mere hour with the
committee should be shared with the ad-
ministration which had already had two
full days to snowball the WASC. Mr.
Whitehill also received criticism for re,-
moving an anti-CIA coalition banner from
the gym steps on the occasion of the
Saxon visit. This incident was presented
to the committee as evidence of "a con-
sistent administration pattern to deny the
freedom of speech."

As the hour drew to a close, ohe stu-
dent said to the committee, "ff you can
listen to all you heard today and still
accredit this campus as an institution
for undergraduates, then what the hell
did you come here for?"

Mr. Gilman himself passed the buck.
While the visiting accrediting committee
can make recommendations In its report~
he emphasized that the final decision
rests with the WASC Commission. ~7

UNITY THROUGH ACTION-

Campus Wide Committee Positions for

75- 77 Will Be Appointed This Spring

These committees ultimately determine neW

phase of activity st U.C.S.D. Far et-kqle

student representative positions, apply ut Student

Or|nsimtions (2nd fleer of 8tedout Center) by

May 7.

For more information contact

Appointments & Evaluations

Cemmittee of the |h0deut

Cooperative~ x4460.

Reactionary Trends
In Academia

CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE

Oet ef the ¢leset
The new turn of events has allowed the

Right to emerge from the shadows, closets
and woodwork into which they had retreat-
ed. They are ideclol#cally consonant with
the administration line, and thus feel few
qualms about cutbacks and layoffs, which
permit them to give fuller vent toauthori-
tartan and elitist proclivities. Whereas
they once had to settle for condescending
reprimands, they can now flunk and fire
to their hearts’ content. A more important
motive, though, is probably simple oppor-
tunism: by dutifully carrying out adminis-
trative orders, conservative facultyestab-
llsh a priveleged relationship with the pow-
ers-that-he, which enables them to con-
solidate and aggrandize their strength within
their own limited spheres. They do not
feel personally endangered by the mar-
ginalization of their professions because,
at least in the short run. it serves to
winnow out their competition and to con-
centrate power in their hands. Even over
the long haul, it is likely that token hu-
manists of the correct political mold will
remain. It requires no great stretch of
the imagination (indeed, it requires no
more than a peek into Humanities 7) to
envision a tiny, priestly caste of selec-
tively ordained aesthetes and "thinkers"
blessing awe-struck multitudes of tech-
nicians with the sacred artifacts of wes-
tern culture.

Specific instances of cutbacks, firings,
etc., are available in every department
we contacted. Conditions are especially
critical at this moment in the depart-
ments of Sociology and Literature. A
closer examination of these two areas
provides some idea of the patterns which
the general restructuring of the non-
science curriculum will take in the future.

RiIhI Turn Ahead for Lit
The department of t.4terature ~ garn-

ered a reputation as an important locus of
Marxist criticism and as a political strong.
hold for the Left on campus (a "beach-
head" according to one passing savant.)
This reputation, coupled with a history of
faculty support for demands made by its
graduate students, has established the
department as a target for administrative
harassment..- pay checks are routinely
held up, leaves are denied, etc. It now
appears that a combination of external
pressures and the dissolution of the loose
coalition of liberals and Marxists who
have decided much departmental policy
is resulting in a move to the Right. The
faculty have recently voted (1) against
the extension of employment for a re-
putedly well qualified Marxist teacher;
and (2) in favor of a three year job ex-
tension for a conservative professor (and
self-proclaimed ex-CiA functionary) who-

se scholarly and pedagogical merfis have
been vehemently attacked by colleagues
and students. Actions of this sort and the
deterioration of educational conditions
have led a number of teachers to look
for work elsewhere-- e.g., Marxist lum-
inary Frederic Jameson is threatening to
leave for Yale.

A mass exodus of tenured, LeRist fac-
ulty would create a power vacuum which
would certainly be filled by the newly
resusitated conservative faction. Selection
of chairperson to replace resignlngJossph
Summers could be decisive. Reactionary
Joeathon Savllle has been quietly lobbying
for the post for some months. His chance:
were considered laughable until it emerged

that forces outside the department are ac.
tively supporting his candidacy. Ronald
Berman, ex-UCSD Lit. prof. and Nixes
appointed head of the National Endowment
for the Humanities, was in town last month
and is reported to have offered to fund
all writing TAsldps on this campus, pro-
vialed that the "right people"-- read
J. Seville and A. Stroll-- are given post-
tions of authority. The straw ballots
taken so far indicate that the Left is
seriously divided, and that little bu~king
Ins been given the three caatidates pro-
posed by the grad students, save t)r Shir-
ley-Ann Williams, who has stated that

she will retiree the office. A rellabin
source inside the department claims that
conservative James Lyon is a strons con-
tender, but that the smart money is on
dark-horse Roy Harvey Penree an a com-
promise , "lJheral" candidate. Should
Penrce he chosen, given his track record

as Dean of Graduate b~udies awhile hack,
Lit. gra6 students had better he ready to
beat feet for their nearest unemployment
office.

Heeds roll is Sac.
The Sociology depL,’tment carried out a

virtual st. Valentine’s Day Massacre of
junior faculty. Every member up for ten-
ure was denied it, and in one case tenure
consideration was brought up and denied
a year early. The firings appear to have
little to do with the quality of teaching,
research, or publication of those axed. It
is speculated around the department that
the reason for the action is two-fold--
first, to eliminate troublesome Leftists
under cover of an indiscriminate purge;
and second, as a move on the pert of
tenured faculty to make room for their
proteges.

The decision to terminate Marxist
professor Will Wright is clearly politi-
r~ally motivated. Wright has more than
fulfilled the criteria ostensibly used to

judge faculty abilities: he has been con-
sistently nominated "outstanding teacher
at Muir College", and he won that dis°
reaction one year; he has published many
articles, one book, and is in the process
of completing a second. Nevertheless
his tenure was reviewed a year in advance
and he was given a one year terminalcon-
tract. Wright made clear his intention to
take the matter to court, and in response
reportedly recieved a two year offer from
V.C. Paul Saltman. Wright is said to have
refused the offer

Ursds down the tubes
Graduate students in both departmnets

~d to lose a great deal from the rear..
rangements of the faculty power structure.
Many will lose the teachers and advisors
with whom they came here to study. On the
whole, grad students will lose whatever ad-
vantage was to be had in a sympathetic
faculty acting as a buffer between them and
the "cost cutting" decrees emanatingfrom
OC£R. Lit. grads are faced with unem-
ployment for from 19 to 40 of their number,
depending upon hew euphemistic an inter-
pretation one wishes to give the available
data. The present crisis has, if nothing
else, served to shake Lit. students from
the complacency into which they had sunk
sufficiently for them to initiate a strike
vote. The final tally is not yet in.

"Last Judgement" in Seu.
Sociology chairperson Fred Davis called

all grad students in his department to a
meeting at which they were presented with
a ranked list showing employment priori..
ties for next year. Queried as to what
one had to do in order to be ranked t high,
Davis reportedly threw up his lands and
said simply, "Do well!" Ultimately, no
criteria were given for the ranking. In-
stead, it turns out that each prof. in the
department was asked to rank every grad
student wflh whom he was acquainted and
the lists were then collated to produce
the final series. Thus ranking was lade.

pendent of students’ GPAs. core exams,
and undergrads’ evaluations of their teach-
lag. Obviously, a first year student or
anyone doing specialized work withe llml.
ted number of faculty is unlikely toascend
very far on such popularity charts. The
grad students have sent a petition to the
Sociology faculty protesting the degrading
public presentation of the list and the whole
public presentation of the list and object-
ing to the whole process. We excerpt:
"Ranking fosters competitiveness among
students which is not conducive to a com-
munity of scholars. This leads students

to view one another as rivals in a Hob-
besian war for scarce resources rather
than as coUeagnes engaged in the collec-
tive pursuit of knowledge... Ranldng is a
superb instrument of social control While
perhaps not intended as such, tt is a
method of determining the type and dtrec-
teen of student work. We conclude
ranking prostitutes the goats of the uni-
versity as an institution of higher learn-
fag."

Uudorgrads screwed again
Undergraduates may view the political

tattles within various departments as petty
squables of little concern to ournelven.
Think again. An usual, we will eventual-
ly experience the most severe conse-
quences of the chanps taking place above

us in the hierarchy. A major shift to
the political Right is not an abstract
proposRion-- it is concrefely resulting in
the deterioration of the quantity and quality
of education at this school. We can see the
effects right now in our daily lives.- the
attempt being made to do away with "waste-
ful" independent study by removinggrades
from 198’s; the restrictions on enrollment
which are jeopardizing the continued exis-
tence of whole departments. When the Right
sets out to redefine education, it means that
they are going to redefine us, as persons.
We are being told which facets of our lives
and personalities we will be allowed to
develop and which we will not. Interests
much more grandiose than the UCSD ad-
ministration have determined that the edu-
cational process must be "rationalized"
and expenditures withdrawn from pro-
grams which are incidental to the pro-
auction of one-dimenslonal women and
men. Those who will administer this
rationalization of production will get plenty
of support from hlgher up. The new
program calls for the marginalization of
not only programs, but also of people.
The fact that cutbacks in humanist studies
happen to coincide with cutbacks in min-
ority recruitment and support is no ac-
cident.
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the answer
My young son asks me: Should 1 study
Mathematics?
What for, I am tempted to say. That two
pieces of bread are more than one
you will learn by yourself.

My young son asks me: Should I study
French?
What for, I am tempted to say. With your
flat hand just rub your stomach and moan
They will understand you.

My young son asks me: Should I study
History?
What for, I am tempted to say. Learn to
keep your head down

And you will perhaps survive.

Yes, study Mathematics, I say,
Study French, study History!

-Bertolt Brecht

g~ hur4~r strike fought for principles of Lumumha-Za~ College in 1972.

GALLO ANTICS
AT SDSU &UCSD

San Diego State University’s Daffy
Aztec recently found itself involved in
a controversy centering are--0 its car-
rying ads for Carlo Rossi wine, a pro-
duct bevcotted by the UFW.
In opposition to the ~ossl propaganda,

the Farmworkers’ Support Group (FSG)
at State ran a series of counter-ads
in t..a Aztec against Rossi, a subsidiary
of Gallo wines. Payment for these ads
came from the Associated Students Coun-
clip the funding body for the FSG.
During the counter-ad campaign, the

Aztec staunchly maintained they were
only running a business and cited the
First Amendment as their defense for
continuing to advertise Rossi. Aztec
business went on as usual, with both
Rossi ads and the counter-ads appear-
lag concurrently.
The debate continued unresolved, with

the solution of the conflict left up to
a student referendum on April 8. Three
questions were put to SDSU students,
the first - "DO you agree with the Coun-
cil’s decision to fund ads to present an
opposing viewpoint to the Gallo ads
currently he/rig run in the Dally Aztec?"
- received 517 "yes " votes and 1,652
"no" votes. On the second question
- "DO you favor continuingthe AS Com~
cll’s current policy supporting the UFW?"
-the vote was 782 in favor and 1,330
opposed. To the question, "DO you
want Gallo wine ads in the Dally Aztec?",
1,367 responded "yes" to 571 "no" votes.
Slightly more than 2,000 votes were

received on the three referendum items,
although State’s current enrollment is
estimated at 32,000. The lower voter
turnout was surprising considering the
length and intensity of the debate prior
to the polling. One explanation might
be that the date of the referendum was
on the last day of classes before spring
vacation.
In an Aztec editorial of April 20 en-

titled "A Student Vote of Confidence,"
the paper’s editorial board in self-con-
gratulatory toms wrote: "...the stu-
dents have given a vote of confidence In
the polic/es determined by the news-
paper’s staff, who should not he pressured
by special interest groups."
Evmemty, t.~rio Rossi and Ctllo do

not constitute special interest groups smce
they, like the Dally-Aztec, are only run-
nlng a ImSme~, and there’s nommg spe-
cial or interesting about corporate profits.

What is special and interesting about
Cello is that in a state government com-
plaint filed last November 17, Cello was
charged with "interfering with, restrain-
ing and coercing its employees in the
exercise of the rights guaranteed by the
Agricultural Labor Relations Act."
In April, 1975, two workers at Cello’s

Livingstone, Calif., ranch were electro-
cuted while working with machinery close
to high-voltage power lines.
An investigation of the fatalities by

the state Division of industrial Safety
subsequently found Cello guilty of numer-
ous safety violations and fined them
$75 for the violation which caused thl,
workers’ deaths and $35 each on four
other violations.
Clearly, then, in the case of Cello,

it’s not just business, but constant ex-
ptoitation which meets with slight re-
proval from the state and outright en
dorsement from some stuaents.

Meanwhile, the kind of business being
done at UCSD’s radio station, KSDT,
might well be a little more than the
usual monkey business (which was re-
ported recently in this paper ) as they,
too, have carried ads for Carlo Rossi.
Former Station Manager Eden Martinez

- who was discharged from his job for
violation of the station’s constitution and
fiscal irresponsibility by the Communica-
tions Board on Friday, April 30-accepted
a contract for $575 for broadcastIng ad-
vertisements from the Cello subsidiary.
Accordin~ to Ralnh Hawkins, thenew

station manager, MartInez received a
letter from Mark Bookman of the Student
Affairs Office who threatened to lock the
doors of the radio station If KSDT could
not show a guarantee of incoming revenue
to compensate for a projected overexpen-
dlture in its budget.
A decision by the Communications Board

a few months ago allowed formerly com-
merc/al-free K~)T to broadcast adver-
tising in order to ensure the station did
not exceed Its ~10,000-a-year budget-
HawkIns said that Ross/ had previously
solicited KSDT to air its ads and that
Marlines. when cemYonted with the sta-
tion’s closure, quickly signed the coo-
tract in order to placate Bookman.
Ittwtms was unsure as to whether or

not the Roast contract had been fulfil
but said that no more ads for Rossl
any other C, alio subsidiary would he ac-
cepted by KSDT. cr
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[heir construction, the 1800 families lived in woodenCommunity Fights To ’INVISIBLE HAND’ STRANGLING CHILE ,winduwless shacks in ons of the many eqnalld shanty
towns, where today more than a million people still
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CLAIMS EDUCATION MORE IMPORTANT
THAN BASEBALL
New York (iNS)--Students at Hostos

Community College in the South Bronx area
of New York City are fighting attempts to
close their school. A predominantly third
world school and the only bilingualcollege
~n the East coast, Hostos is one of several
:olleges 3cheduled to be closed in Septem-
ber as part of the city’s budget cuts.

In the latest and most militant in a se-
ries of actions, over 500 students took con-
trol of the school on March 24. The stu-
dents threw the administration out~ but
otherwise kept the college functioning. The
occupation ended on April 12, however,
when police broke into the buildingandar-
rested 46 Deoule inside.

More demonstrations and actions are
currently being planned by the Community
Coalition to Save Hostos, a group which in-
cludes not only various student andfacnity
organizations at the college, but also nume-
rous political and community groups ln the
South Bronx.

The campaign to save Hostos began al-
most a year ago whenthe city first aunotmo.
ed its intention to eliminate the school as

~crt of its "restructuring" of the CUNY
lty University of New York) system to

meet budget cutbacks. These cutbacks
were ordered by the Emergency Financial
Control Board, a group made up mostly of
business representatives appointed by the
governer, which assumed control of the
city’s fiscal policies list faR.

In November, Hostos students demon-
strafed in front of the banks in the college
area, and in early March of this year some
600 of the 2,600 Hostos students joined a
storewide protest against university cut,.
hacks at the state capitol in Albany. Also
in March, a dozen Hostos students occupied
offices of the Board of Higher Education
while 300 picketed outside. Marches, can-
dlellght vigils, city hall demonstrations,
and traffic blockages have been staged al-
most continuously.

THE OCCUPATION
The decision to fluaHy take over the col-

lege was due la large part to frustration
at the way H0stos President DeLnon was
handling the situation.

"We were 99% sure that the Board of
Higher Education was going to accept the
plan to eliminate Hostos," explilned one
student active in the occupation, "but De-
Leon was going through normal, accepted
steve--the ’good way’--good for the sys-

tom, that is, but not good for the people."
"We were trying to save the school, but

we couldn’t use the resources," said the
student, describing the situation that led up
to the occupation. "We needed students for
demonstrations--needed to. inform them
why our presence was necessary at City ........
Hall, or the banks or the Board of Higher
Education offices. Butte usethe resuurces
we had to go through all this red tape, and
there was always the possibility of censor-
ship.

"Als% teachers would mark students ab-
sent, and DeLeon wouldn’t think to lift that
(rule)... And you need credits. But things
become so serious that you make a choice--
later for the credits."

The aim of the occupation, students
stressed, was not to close the school, but
to keep it open. Faculty members were
encouraged to come in and teach classes

¯ and for the first week the school was func-
tioning at 95% of its usual schedule. Then
IkLnon called for an Injunction against
those people occupying the college and
a~ked faculty, not to teach until the students
gave up the building. Initially, the faculty
had voted to cooperate with the students.
but this time they sided with DeLson.

The South Bronx community has support-
ed the students all the way. Community
organizations and even patle~is and staff
from the nearby Lincoln Hospital have
joined picketlines. And duringtheoooupa-
tion, people in the community contr/butsd
money and food.

CUNY"RESTRUCTURING~’
The city’s "restructuring plan for the

CUNY system was accepted by the Board
of Higher Education on April 5. Tbeplin.
ned cutbacks include the closing of two
colleges..-Hostos and Richmond-,.reduc-
tion of the predominantly black Medgnr
Evers College In Brooklyn from a four-
year to a two-year college; and the elimina-
t/on of many programs at other colleges:

The plan also calls for an end to open
admissions. Only high school students with
a high academic rank will be allowed Into
four-year colleges. Other studentswillbe
granted admission only to two-year col-
leges, and some will no longer be eligible
at all

Critics see the plan as one more attack
on the gains minorities have won over the

several years, with schools sea:wing

blacks and Latin communities singled out
for the heaviest cuts. Theychargethatthe
plan will result inthe segregation of higher
education in the city. And when restrictive
admission requirements are imposed, the
tour-year colleges willremain predomi-
nantly white, while black and Latin students
will be tracked into the two-year commu-
nity colleges--which will be transformed
into technical schools.

HOSTOS & S. BRONX
Hostos is a case in point. Founded in

1970 after massive pressure fromthe l.~t-
in community for a bilingual college, Hoe-
toe was seen as a first step toward re-
building the deteriorating South Bronx
community and it became an important
center for local activities.

The South Bronx is one of the most pov-
erty stricken ~ areas in America, and
has the highest unemployment rate of any
neighborhood in New York City.

Forty per cent of thepopulX¢lon L~(m wel-
fare. 60,000 of the 80,000 housing units
are considered substandard. And an est-
imated 25,000 apartments have been lost
in the list few years due to fires, al~n-
denment, and landlord and real estate
manipulation. Yet in the face of these
conditions, no money is being put into the
area for housing, jobs, drugprograms, ed-
ucation. Instead, hospltals and schools
are belzuz closed down.

For the vast majority of south Bronx
residents, Hostos is the only place to get
a college education. 98% of the students
are minorities, 66% I.~tin. And the col-
lege has the hlgbest percentage in the City
University system of full time adult stud-
ents who are narninga degree after working
for several years. Half of the 2600 stud-
ents are more than 27 years old. Many
are veterans, ex-prlsoners or recent im-
migrants.

U( SANTA CRUZ
STUDENTS SEEK ROtE
IN CHANCflLOR
SEARCH

PETITION REGENTS
Petitions bearing 1900 signatures of

U.C.S.C. students, faculty, and staff were
presented to the University of California
Regents at their March meeting, which
took place on March 18-19 at U.C. Davis.
These were the Chancellor Search Com-
mittee petitions, calling for equal part-
iclpation by students In the selection of
the next Chancellor of the UCSC campus.

The substantial amount of signatures on
the uetitions, which had been cir cuiatsd
at UCSC throughout the period from March
12 to 17, demonstrated support for three
basic points involved in equal student part-
ioipation: l)the inclusion of five voting
students on the Chancellor Search Commit.
tee, 2) that the student members he demo-
cratically elected, and 3) that all meetings
of the Committee be held at UCSC and
be conducted in a thorough, open numnor.

Three representatives of the Student
Union yore present at the public session
o_.ff the l~pn~’ monthly gettogether. "Their
efforts to involve tl~ Regents fn c¢)nsidura
tion of their demands met with little sue-
coos, as the accomlxmytng description of
the Regents meeting reveals.

THE WAY IT WAS
The Regents met March 18-19 at UC

Davis. We attended the general meeting
on the 19th. No one is allowed into the
meeting room until the official starting
~lme (10:30 a.m.). We were stopped
zrom entering by various officials of the
University, such as the Vice-Chancellor
of Davis. He also informed us that it
would be impossible to get on the agenda
to present our petitions as it is set 30
days in advance, and that we should mail
it to the Regents. We also talked tc
the Student Representative of the UCD

Chancellor, who was friendly, but equal-
ly discouraging.

At the appointed hour we were let in-
to the room, feeling very much like peas-
ants with petitions fOr the king. The
room was dominated by a large rec-
tangle of tables, chairs, and micro-
phones. There was space reserved for
the press, for UC officials (cllnceliors,
who were indistinguishable from one an-
~her, all being older white men

grey hair, Spectacles, and dark suits;
vic~-chanceliors, and student budypres-
idents, none of whom., were present)
and about 80 seats for the people, which
freed up quickly.

In an attempt to get some acknowied.
gement of our presence, we put copies
of th~ tact sheet cireulat~l with ffw-p~l-
tions on the press table. Possibly as
result of this, or of our earlier efforts.
the Vlce-Pruid~mt of the Repots came
over to us and asked about the petitions.
He told us that it was possible to get

them into the meeting during the "Cor-
respondence" part of the agenda. He
then gave them to the secretary (one of
the 3 women at the table, the others be-
ing another secretary and Carol Mock,
Student Regent) as we watched anxiously.

The meeting was called to order by UC
President Saxon. Half of the regents were
absent (including the Gov. and Catherine
Hearst). Wilson Riles, California Sup-
erintendent of Schools, was the only Black
and/or Third Woridperson present. Each
of the regents had a thick report on agen-
da items, so that as they quickly ran
through them it was difficult to follow
what was being covered. Much of the
meeting consisted of "in" joking, pats
on their collective backs through citing
awards professors have received, amaz-
ing results of research (mostly scienti-
fic or medical), and monetary contribut-
ions to the University. There was little
discussion or dissension; everythingwas
fOrmally approved, which seemed to be
the primary function of the meeting.

Finally our mdment Of glory:the sacra.
tary read our petitions. A moment of
silence, an un/do,~tifled mumble to "re-
fer the issue to the President (Saxon),
a question as to ira follow-up report would
be made (which went unanswered).
Our official voice on tlm Hoard, Carol

Mock, remained silent. In fact, the on-
ly student to actually speak at the meet-
ing was a woman who invited the Re.
fonts to the annual UCD picnic.
muff said7

After two and a haft years of government, C, en.
Augesto Plnochet’s military junta has established a
reputation of beingone of the most repressive regimes in
the history of In, in America. The suspension of all

,~arlty-exchange rate’ through periodic devaluations;liberalization of trade and implementation of a policy
of free imports;

N

"This college serves the needs of the
community and the community is deter-
mined to keep R,"expliined Alexis Colon,
president of the Hostos student government
which is a tort of the Community Coal-
Htlon to Save Hostos. "We fought so
hard for this college. It’s not fair we
should lose it. It it’s eliminated, a lot
of people will be out of a college."

Colon pointed out that while the city is
willing to spend over ~90-million to re-
habilitate Yankee Stadium,’ it refuses to
maintain Hostos, which costs ~7.~ million
a yenr--amounting to only one percent of
the CUNY budget.

"The community is alienated completely
from Yankee Stadium, Colon continued.
"They’re taking away one thingwhich is very
important and giving something which is
not.

"They talk about all the people la the
South Bronx on welfare," Colon told INS,
"but this is a way to get out of that,
and they’re closing the door. The college
is totally united. And we express the
feelings of this community--their deter-
ruination to keep this college."

Simon says colleges
should sell capitalism

civil liberties, the suppression ofthepress, the massive
and indiscriminate arrests, the ’disappearance’ of uearly
2000 citizens, the systematic torture of prisoners by
the security agencies and the summary executions of
thousands are all facts now well known by most of
the world. Condemned by nearly 100 countries in the
UN General Assembly, the Chilean government today
stands as a universal symbol of terror and repression.

But strangely enough, the one aspect of oppression
which is most common in the Chile of 1976 is the one
least publicized outside that country’s borders. It is
a type of terror that affects not thousands of Chileans, but
as many as eight million out of a total population of
10 million -- poverty and hunger.

Me. Laissez Fairs Making ChiMren Beg a b 18c.

When the generals seized power from the progressive
government of Salvador Allende in September 1973 they
dreamed of ’reconstructing’ Chile, attempting to emulate
the model established by their military counterparts in
Brazil. And, as in Brazil-only worse-they have created
a nightmare of deprivation and misery.

Even the rues, oblivious of tourists on a 24-hour stop-
over in Santiago cannot help notice the effects of the
junta’s economic policies. E1 M~rcurio, the Chilean daffy.
that most ardently supports the junta, and in the past
received copious amounts of CIA’destabilizing’ dollars,
was forced to editorialize in a recent edition: "Street
begging, especially in downtown Santiago. has risen
dizzily. Young mothers, often with two or three children
at their sides, can be found begging in front of every
major building and office. The children learn how to mix
play with begging at a very earlyage:’ The article con-
tinues, "In the suburbs the problem is more severe. In
spite of posted waxninge, the buses are invaded by
little children of both sexes that ask for money and bread.
It has also come to our attention that every night, just
minutes before the curfew, numerous children move from
door to door through the neighborhoods in one final last
minute plea for food"

The economic policy which has created this i situation-
just as the junta’s broader political policy-is a product of
U.S imperialism. Pinochet’s regime has become a
willing guinea pig for the experiments of Milton Fried-
man and his ’Chicago School of Economics" Friedman,
a professor at the University of Chicago, advocates in
essence a warmed over version of 18th century laissez
faire capitalism oz,-~s he prefers to call it-"competitive
capitalism where the invisible band of the marketplace
acts as the primary regulating factor,"

Junta’s Program of Praetitution
Writing in the April 1975 issue of Monthly Review,

professor MlchelChossudnvskyoutlinedhow Friedman’s
theory was being put to use by the generals, listing the
eight major points of the junta’s economic program:
1) return of nationalized firms to,heir former owners;
return of nationalized banks hack to private hands;
2) repeal of the agrarian reform;
3) a policy of free and competltiveprtcesand the elimi-
nation of price controls on basic consumer items;

6) implementation of measures allowing foreign firms
operating in Chile to expatriate a higher percentage of
profits;
7) a tight money policy, restriction of credit, and 
cut back in government employment;
8) a freeze on wages and salaries.

This reversalof 50 years of working-class struggle in
Chile has brought Chile to the verge of total economic
collapse. According to figures of the National Statistics
Institute, a Chilean government entity, the rise in average
consumer goods prices since the month of the coup up
till Jan I, 1976. has multiplied 32 times, while average
wages have multiplied only 11 times.

It is calculited that the average Chilean household has
lost an astounding 60% or more ofttsbuytng power over
the last two years. This has ledtoan obvious collapse of
the internal consumer market, in turncausinga massive
business depression. According to a report published in
Unidad Antlfascista, the underground bulletin of the
C̄hilean Communist Party, overall industrlalproduction
in 1975 fell 23~ against that of 1974. Even the projunta
Cldlean industrialist Federation admits to a fall of~%.
According to the federation, essential imports fell
tremendously in 1975, notably in the area of food.

Unemployment in Santiago, as of January, stood at an
official rate of 19~ While that figure in itself is s~
ing, more objective observers.-the Roman Catholic
Church amongthem-place the real figure at 25% or more.
This does not include the other 20-25% of the populition
that is either marginally employed, underemployed, or
just plain mid a miserable wage.

350~ Infl~tioa-Some cure
Hundreds of small businesses, and even good-sized

factories have gone baekrupt, their goods placed Inanc-
tion, and gobbled up by a small group of monopolists
who concentrate more and more business into their
"hands. All of this is a result of Friedman’s "anti-
inflationary shock treatment." The patient has obviously
died as a result of the remedy: the inflation rate for
1975 still stood at an official 350~

This economic chaos affects the working class in
most brutal and dehumanizing ways.

Los Pajaritos is one of the hundred-dxld working-
class housing projects that surround Santiago. It is
a community of 9000 people, all housed in small

live.
When given their homes by the Allende government,.

the families were required to pay a nominal monthly
mortgage that never exceeded 5% of the family income
But under the military government this payment was
raised twice in the last quarter of 1973, four times in
1974, another four times in 1975, and finally in Jan.
1976 was raised another 500%.

Expropriating the Expropriated

In this neighborhood, where more than half the heads
of household are now unemployed, the new mortgage
rise has forced many families to abandon their homes
and to return to the shantytowns. The empty homes are
being turned over to families of the armed forces and
police.

in Los Pajaritos, during the Allende period, the left
set up a people’s dining room where threehearty meals
were served at nominal cost. After the coup it was closed
having been labeled ’subversive.’ Today, the Catt~Hc
Church. increasingly critical of the junta, has bad to
establish an emergency soup kitchen to ward off the
immediate effects of starvation. The kitchen serves
one hot meal, six days a week to aH children in the
neighborhood under 15. During a clandestine interview
the priest in charge of the kitchen said,"The church
made a survey in this neighborhood-and found that
60% of the children were suffering from malnutrition,
16% of them gravely so. We usually cannot afford to
serve any milk, but we took the small amount we did
have and gave it to this 16% hoping to pull them through-"

In Los Pajaritos those lucky few that had jobs were
for the most part earning the minimum legal wage:
10 pesos a day -- $1,But with meat costing nine pesos
a pound, chicken seven, beans six, the bus one peso
each way, and bread almost two pesos a pound, it is
easy to understand Chossudovsky’s assertion that
"whereas in 1969 fewer than 30% of Chile’s population
had incomes insufficient to meet minimum caloric and
protein requirements, it seems that 85% of Chile’s
population is now below the poverty line and suffering
from malnutrition, while 60% of all households (prima-
rily blue collar workers) are in conditions of extreme
poverty and malnutrition.’,

In terms of the possibility of education, these condi-
tions have resulted in the transformation of reading
and discussion meetings for women of the Pajaritos

, project into survival workshops. While the former were
sponsored by the State Publishing House, Quimantu,
the survival classes are organized by the Church and
deal with issues like how to homebrew medicines, how
to deliver and care for babies, bow to manage small
food gardens, and how to make shoes out of flat tires
and clothes out of curtains and tablecloths.

Fewer Rich. Bet Richer

in 1967 the top 5% income bracket in Chile received
22.6% of total income. Research cnmnleted this list
yearishowslthat the top 5% income bracket now contrnls
approximately 50% of total income, SUb, eating
income in Chile is more concentrated and unequali~
distributed than in any other country in South America.
Carlos Ossa, an exiled Chilean jounalist writing in the
Argentine publication Crisis, recently summed up
the Chilean economy in this mannor:"It can be said
then, that never before have so few gotten so rich so
fast and, inversely, never before have so many gotten
so poor so fast and arrived aH at the same time at the4) an exchange rate policy re-establishing a so-called brick homes built by the Aliende government. Prior to point of collapse."

*********************** ¯ ************************
fO RD B U DGE r : GUNS NOT BUTTER
... ARMS FOR PROFIT

OF THE COMPLEX"

NEW YORK (LNS) Guns, not bu tter,
is the message of the Ford Administra-
tion’s proposed federal budget for Fiscal
Year 1977 (October 1, 1976-september 30,
1977). It contains a ~2.9 billion increase
in military-reiated spending over the year
before (Fiscal Year 1976), and a ~btllion
decrease for human resources (education,
health, food stamps, ate) and physical
resources (agriculture, natural resources,
housing, environment, etc.~

Although the Administration claims its
request for national defense is $101.1
billion, the Women’s international League
for Peace and Freedom says the proposed
FY 1977 military budget is really $159.9
billion.

The WILPF figures include the costs
of military aid to foreign countries, mili-
tary atomic energy activities, the Coast
Guard and Selective Service System~ as
well as expenses due to past military
programs, such as interest on war debts
and on veterans’ benefits. None of these
espenses are ln--c-lu~]d under the budget’s
"national de~enss" heading.

Altogether military related spending
accounts for 55,9% of the Administration’s
FY 1977 reouest (it y/as 5~2% in FY 1976).
whereas all dumesuc non-military pro-

~3ams comprise only 30.8% of the request
43% in FY 1976). The remainingportion

of the proposed federal budget is for
foreign affairs and general government
expenses.

The bulk of the increase in the defense
budget is for weapons programs, with
increased production of warships, jet-
fighters, helicopters and tanks planned.
The most expensive items are "strategic
weapons s~tems" such as B-I bombers,
Trident submarines and atomic cruise
missiles.These three weapons systems,
the most expensive ever conceived, are
in their early stages of development and
are currently costing very little compared
to their future production costs

The B-I bomber, for instance, only
accounts for $1.6 b~llion on the proposed
FY 1977 budget~ but will cost ~2 billion
according to Administration sources (/nore
likely over $100 billion) over a t--hirty
year period.

The Ford Administration’s projec-
tions for the "national defense" part of
the military budget amounts to a 45%
increase over the next four years.

Cut for as-More than arm& kg.

Although Ford’s Imdget shows a
billion cutback for domestic spending,
when inflation factors are taken into consi-
deration, the cutbacks amount to nearly
~1 billion, according to the Nationwide
Campaign to Stop the B-I Bomber.

Some of the areas facing massive cut-
hacks are as follows:

--Ford is proposing changes
in Medicare (aid to elderly or disabled)
which will require all recipients to pay
part of the medical expenses they receive.
Under the proposal, it is projected that

"Sorry, kid, that’s not my toble."
Medicare patients would pay $L9 billion
for medical costs, while receiving only
$568 million for Medicare. The new re-
quiremenis will all but eliminate twenty-
two million people from the program.

In addition, Ford wants to eliminate
federal Medicaid (aid to poor patients)
end fifteen other health programs entirely,
with the federal government turning over
a lesser amount to individual states to
operate their on programs.

Food and Nutrition - Ford proposes
to pare ~ ~om the food stamp
program despite the fact that more people
than ever qualify under current standards.
A proposed change in standards would

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

"’INVISIBLE HAND"
OR FASCIST FIST?

U.S. BLUEPRINT PARALLELS

CHILEAN "ECONOMIC
EXPERIMENT "

Chile, it can be conceded to thore
who want to stifle our curiosity about
what is going on outside the U.S., is
indeed quite distant geographically. But
clearly the "Chicago School of Economics"
which provided the blueprint for Chile’s
present economic policies is not, nor does
it seem likely that its plans for the U.S.
would differ greatly from those submitted
to Pinochet. The ultimate bosses of both
Friedman, head mentor of the "Chicago
Gang of Economics", and Pinocbet, head
of the Jtmt~ are after all the monopolies
who benefit most from the brutal pre-
servation of that "competitive capitalism"
advocated by Milton Friedman, "where
the invisible hand of the marketplace acts
as the primary regulating factor."

With Rockefeller and Ford in the White
House. it comes as little surprise that
Friedman and his pro-monopoly line finds
an open ear in the administration. What
big ears, can be inferred from Ford’s
budget proposal for next’ year:

While containing a $12.9 billion in.
crease in military-related spending over
this year’s budget, it would cut expendi-
ture for human and social needs by $’7

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15



Sanitation workers picketing Browning-Ferris Industrtes, Inc. attacked May I.

SANTA BARBARA
CON’TINUED FROM PAGE l

Poilce charged picket lines swinging
clubs and spraying mace without provoca-
tion on the part of the demonstrators. The
demonstrators were brutally beaten, show-
ing a total disregard for the right of a
peaceful assembly. Police chased the de-
monstrators as far as eight blocks away
from the B.F.L yard, threw them to the
ground and trampled many of them. As far
as is known, 30 persons have been arrested.
the actions shewed the irresponsibility of
the law enforcement officials in keeping
their officers under control In critical si-
tuatlons, We feel that the breakingof ranks
on the part of law enforcement officers and
the discriminate violence that ensued more
than show the total disregard for safetyand
portrays total incompetence or aconscious
effort to inflict bodily injuryto B.F.I. stri-
kers and supporters.

As plcketeers were peacefully demon=
strafing In front of B.F.I., the Santa Bar=
barn Police inmedlately declared the ga-
thering unlawful, allegedly on the grounds
that picketers were fighting with scabs,
who In fact were lined up along Ortega
Street and told by police to stay there.

At about 6:30 A.M. bus loads of riot=
equipped Santa Barbara police and county
sheriffs arrived to enforce the police de-
ciaration thai was not heard by demonstra-
tors who were shoutIng Huelga slogans.

To disrupt the peaceful demonstration of
B.F.I. strikers and supporters, the police
plaInly sIngled out the supporters to rein-
force the myth that students and other sup-
porters are outsiders and the "cause" of
the problem.

In persecuting supporters after theyhad
dispersed away from the B.F.I. area, the
police chased and beat more than 60 sup
porters all the way up State and other
streets in what appeared to be a police
free-for-all on any person who had the
semblance of a supporter, the ne~ttngs
that were In great part directed at women,
amounted to more than 30 Injuries, 3 of
which were hospitalized. A crippled sup
porter who was knocked downbypoliceand
beaten, and then picked up by supporters
was again subjected to the sametreatment
by the police. Another Individual was hand-
cuffed and beaten for about 15 minutes,
leavIng a half-Inch thick pool of blood, and
a face that could not he recognized bypic-
keteors.

After demonstrators were dispersed,
officers began discrimInately selecting
other supporters and leaders who were a-
mong the groups that were literallytrapped
on streets that police had sealedoffathoth
ends. At this time, a worker was arrested
and beaten, and as his wife attempted to
aid him, she received a dose of the same
hostility. Bystanders overheard these of.
ricers stating that they had madea mistake
in arresting this worker as he was not a
supporter, but that it was too late to release
him now that he had already received the
"pre-arrest treatment."

As the arrest record will bear out, not
only were supporters targeted but those
with prior arrestsfor supporUngthe B.F.I.
strike and their leaders were singled out.
One such leaders was hespitalized after re-
ceiving a blow Inthe face with a night stick.
In addition, the more than 200 policemen
were reinforcedbynumerous plainclothes-
men who did not deny their identity when
questioned by supporters.

In reference to the brutal tactics of these
law enforcement officers, it should be noted
that aside from the usual night sticlq pis-
tol and mace, they were armed with lb,
gau~ lmmp shotguns, M..79 grenade laun.
ehers and other weapons used for engaging
in chemical warfare. These WealZmS were
often pointed In the ready position at the

~B.F.I. strikers and supporters, l~st, but
not lmtst, a motorcycle police squadprac-
tlc~l running down Individual dispersed
members prior to beating and arresting
them.

We have wRnesses that saw law en-
forcement officers search out and club
picket monitors that were clearly at-
tempting to restore the order that the

police had disrupted. At no time, did the
B.F.I. strikers and supporters provoke or
inflict violence upon either B.F.I. scabsor
law enforcement officers. On the contrary,
the actions by the police in singling out
the monitors was a blatant example of an
attempt to render them ineffective. Also,
the discriminatingarrest procedure against
supporters only and not against strikers
was yet another attempt to Isolate and
discredit the unity that was a prime factor
in the planning and execution of thepeace-
fUl demonstration bythe various communi-
ty groups and organizations.

At this writing, we have no valid con-
flrmation on the alleged bomb threat by
the New World Liberation Front and sus-
pect that the government and taw enforce-
ment officials have, and are using this
rumor to justify the irresponsible viola-
tion of the rights of working people, espe-
cially the Mexicano/Latino communityand
their supporters.
their supporters. We do not condone any
terrorist activity and disavow ourselves
of any connection that government officials
may attempt to link to the organized ef-
fort of the B.F.I. strike. The violence
that has occurred in the three and a
hal/ month old strike up to the present
and any future violence that may occm,, is
and will be the total responsibility of go-
vernment and its law enforcement officials.

This morning’s police riot is a blatant
example of how the Santa Barbara Police
Department and the County Sheriffs are
workIng In total collaboration with B.F.I.
to break the strike. Throughout this strike
these law enforcement agencies have shown
us that they are not neutral and will
work to keep the trucks rolling out Of B.F.L
at all costs.

The blame for the violence lies totally
with the city police and county sheriffs,
especially Police Chief Alfred Trembly
and Sheriff John Carpenter, for ordering
these tactics used on a peaceful crowd.
The ultimate responsibility lies with the
Santa B-’~--~--ra--City--~ll who oversee
the police and who hold a contract with
B.F.I.. The City Council has stood by
watching, condoning the actions of the com-
pany, its scabs and its police, as long as
the trash would get picked up. B.F.I. has
negotiated in good faith. The so-called
negotiations that have taken place this past
week are nothing but a farce and an effort
by the B.F.I. company to make it seemlike
the situation wtllbe resolved soon. Striking
workers were not even informed of the
last negotiation meeting, and the company
and the Teamsters Union met alone.

The Teamsters officials have shownthat
in this strike they do not care it the
strikers get their jobs back, mainly he-
cause these have attempted to publiclyex-
pose the corruption of the union and its
handling of the strike. Allthesupportfrom
handling of the strike. All the support for
the strike has come from community
groups and individual supporters and not
from the union leadership, least of all
from Teasmster Secretary-TreasurerArt
Chavarria.

We demand a stop to all police bruta-
lity Immediately.

We call for all charges against strfkers
and supporters who were arrested this
morning to he drD. pped.

We demand immediate negotiations with
full B.F.L striker pertiolpation and for
striking workers to be reinstated in their
Jobs with all their demands meL

We call on the Santa Bitrhara City
Council to either force negotiations or to
revoke its cmtract with B.F.L

B.F.L STRIKERS AND SuPPORTERS

b̧
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, government union named after genocidal ex-president.

Europe Latin America As a Eastern Africa Mi4-Eest

INTERNATIONAL ORKERS’HOLIDAY
SPAIN

More time. 400 persons were arrested today In Spain
in the different political expressions organized by the
opposition in celebration of May Day. In Barcelona,
the police dispersed the hundreds of demonstrators
by beating them with billy clubs and shootIng into
the crowd with rubber bullets.

In Madrid, the Spanish Communist Party organized
the largest demonstration in the history of Spain since
the civil war ended with victory of the Fascists in
1939. "El pueblo unido jamas sere vencido" was the
chant heard throughout Spain today. A homage was paid
to the founder of the Spanish Socialist Workers Party,
Pablo Igleslan, and despite governmental prohibition,
600 persons attended singing the "Internationale.’,
In Madrid more than 4,000 communists gathered In
a park to celebrate this historic date. Francisco
Salve, a worker-priest, spoke to the participants,
saying, "Monarchy is a continuation of a dictator-
ship. Without us, the communists, there can he no
democracy." The participants hummed the "Inter-
natlouale," stopping only when the military ~e~o
copters circled them from above then swttch,,g to
Spanish folk songs. In the Basque nation and in Se-
villa, flags hearing the hammer and sickle were hung
from telephone poles and power lines. Similar political
expressions took place in Pamplona, Malaga, Valencia,
Bilbao, and La Coruua.

FRANCE
Hundreds of thousands of workers marclled from the

Bastille to the Opera House while thousands of people
observed in Paris. This demonstration was called by
the C.G.T. (Communist) and the C.F.D.T. (Socialist)
labor unions, in unity with the revolutionary groups
of the Left, Including the Anarchists. This year,
May Day coincided with the fiftieth aalversery of the
Popular Front. Demonstrations also took place in the
provinces.

PORTUGAL
A bomb exploded sh0rl~ fore dawn in front of

The Central Office of tt }Portuguese Communist
Party. A person 22 was bltkl and six injured In the
blast. In their attempts t0~ ~press any demonstration,
the police arrested at le~ 400 persons in seven
Portuguese cities, where tM ’e took place anti-govern-
ment demonstrations and Ii~ Day rallies.

EASTERN EUROPE
In Moscow the P01it-

Party participated in a r~
lUlch Lenin’s grave Gue]
Defense MInister. For the
there were no speeches ~0r
Polit-bureauu..

In East Berlin, the only ~ tary parade of the Soviet° Satelites was held, with P tests on the parts of the
British, French, and Amed Ln governments, arguIng
that it Illustrated "renewed iolation of the status of
the de-militarized cltw

Poland, Bulgaria, Hungar~ md Rumania held "civic"
parades. In Bulgaria, howe~q ~, the atmosphere of wor-
kers’ solidarity was soiled the recent exiling of anar-
chist workers to isolated, rl: tl regions of that country.

ISRAEL
Approximately 3°000 me~S of the israeli Commun-

Ist Party organized a pea c~U demonstration, in
Nazareth, the Communist r’dp’ty marched in protest of
the establishment of israeli~¢olonies in occupied Arab
territm-ies. In the western ~ection of Jordan, Israeli
troops shot and killed a y0al~t rab demonstrator during
a march denounctng the r~list chauvinism of the Is.
raeli right.

EGYPT
We only have news of

Sadst’s from the Suez. T
fered hope food and some Io
Egyptian workers, but a#i
share the economic dffficulk

reau of the Communist
!litary march to Vladimir
included Paul Castro, Cuban
econd consecutive yearB
~fficlal statements of the

rlclal broadcast of Anwar
e President of Egypt of.,
ey for the poor masses of
id them that they *’had to
of the country ."

CYPRUS
Large contigents of security forces acted in Cyprus

when thousands of workers, peasants, and students
demonstrated in Nicosia and in the southern part of
the island. The demonstrators, Greek-Cypro patriots,
concentrated in front of the U.S. embassy to protest
against the U.S. policies that divide the Island.

VIETNAM
Thousands participated in the marches and festivities

held in He Chi Ming City and Hanoi, celebratIng the
defeat of U.S. Imperialism and the reuniqcation of the
North and the South Into one Vietnam.

CHINA
There was much tension in the streets of PekIng,

when militia guards took vigil at the parks and plazas.
In the sports arena, authorities, headed by Chlang
Ching the prime minister, Hun Kno-Feng with the part-
iclpation of moderates and radicals participated in a
fireworks show that lasted two hours. Top Chinese
leaders made an unusual television appearance saying,
that "there Is unity in the Party, despite the political
crises that has hurt the country."

MOZAMBIQUE
For the first time in its history, Mozambique had

an official celebration. Workers were given two days of
celebration, even though Monday they will give their
salarles for one of those days to the "Solidarity Fund
to Help African Liberation Movements."

ETHIOPIA
Demonstrators marched through the streets of Addls

Abetm and when the participants began to chant anti.
government slogans, soldiers intervened, shooting Into
the crow~ killing one person and wounding three.
The multitude fled from the streets, leaving behind
shoes, posters, and banners with such slogans an
"YOU CAN KILL A REVOLUTIONARY BUT NOT A
REVOLUTION.’,
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MAYDAY
TIJUANA

May First is a national holiday In
Mexico. The government madean impres-
lye show of it in Tijuana by calhng out
sive 5,000 union members in a May
Day parade. The Taxi Drivers’ Union was
there with their daughters dressed as
prIncesses embellished with flowers on the
cab hoods. The government water distribu-
tor workers were there with two new water
trucks and, as with the Taxi Drivers, a
fleet of union members followed on foot.
Representatives of the flower sellers
participated as did manual laborers~ trans-
portation worker ;, office workers, nurses,
and factory workers all behind the banner

¯ of one of the charro syndicates, the gov-
ernment controlled unions. Many of the
groups had marchIng drummers leading
flags with union colors above and many
were uniformly dressed In these colors.

While there was a stream of onlookers
throughout the long procession there was
little visible enthusiasm on the part of
the marchers and onlookers. The members
of the charro unions were expected to
march. A source related that the penlaty
penalty for not attending the march was
three days suspension from works and
a deduction of $8 from ones pay check,
Roll call was taken at the beginnIng of
each groups’ entrance into the procession.
In Mexico City, thousands ofdemonstrat-

marched, chanting: "Union unity without
Fidel" (Fidel Velasquez, the top bureau-
crat who runs the charro unions), "Death
to Charrismo," and "Workers to Power."

Opposition to the government demon-
stration was organized by the Committee
of Support for Popular Struggles. This
committee united various left groups such
as, the Socialist League, the Communist
Party, International Communist League,

the CulInary Workers Union. and the
Independent Union of Urban Bus Drivers
and Employes.

The group of protesters stood at the
side of the march and as the marchers

lined up to join it they denounced the charro
unions with slogans such as, "SIndicatos,
St, Charros, No." They moved into the
lIne of marchers behind a truck and
loudspeaker provided by the committee.
As the demonstrators proceeded the loud=
speaker explaIned the significance of May
Day to the crowd of onlookers and joined
in the demands and denunciations voiced
by the demonstrators. At the end of appro-
ximately twelve blocks the demonstration
separated from the march.

The focus was the historical signi-
ficance of May Day and the need tc
create unions Independent of both govern-
ment and political bodies through which
workers unite to struggle for economic
and political demands. The speakers di-
rected the attention to the significance of
liberation str~gles in Portugal, Spain~
Angola, and Vietnam; the specific problems
that the Independent Union of Urban Bus
Drivers has encountered in Tljuana; the
University workers strike in Hermosillo,
the proposal for Independent unionism; and
the Independent Revolutionary Front, a
group composed of parties and groups
to the left of the PRI. This new group
has nominated as their candidate in the
next election, ValentIne Campa, a polit-
ical and union activist most widely recog-
nized for his participation in the 1958-59
railroad workers movement, for which he
was kidnapped and then imprisoned for
approximately 12 years.

At UCSD MECHA~ Chile Democratlcoand
the Hermosillo Strike Support Committee
sponsored a program featurIng speakers
from each group ~ IncludIng a represent-
ative from Tijnana of the Committee to
Support Popular Struggles, who spoke on
the growing movement of independent un-
Ions throughout Mexico. A German film~
"La Guerra de los Momlos," on the Pop-
ular Union government of pre-junta Chile.
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SAN DIEGO-
TIJUANA
A HISTORY OF UNEVEN

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
by Dr. Mario Garcla, Professor of History,

U.C.,Santa Barbara

(Note: The first two parts of this article were
printed last week in the New Indicator. Here
are the concluding parts.)

III

Although the depression of the 1890’s
hurt San Diego’s economy, a new period
of growth occured between 1900 and
1920. As in the 1880’s, tourism had
clearly become the base of San Diego’s
economy. "One of the greatest natural
resources that this city is possessed of
is her matchless climate," wrote Ma~or
Edwin M. Capps in 1901, "This factor
alone, coupled with a slight effort on the
part of her citizens, is sufficient to place
San Diego in the foremost rank as a tou-
rist resort" In addition to tourism,

San Diego also expected (o diversify its
economy, Since the 1850’s when William
Heath Davis had built the town’s first
wharf, San Diegans had hoped tocapitalize
on the town’s excellent harbor. DaVLS
desires however had turned to Davis’
folly and San Diego failed to increase
its maritime commerce. Yet the acqui-
sition of the Panama Canal by Teddy
Roosevelt’s "Big Stick Diplomacy" in
1905 raised once again San Diego’s as-
pirations to become a major seaport. Un-
fortunately, San Diego lost this opportu-
nity to its rival t Los Angeles, and San

Pedro harbor. Nevertheless, by 1909
economic diversification began to take
place. The values of manufactured pro-
ducts in that year exceeded those of agri-
culture. A total of 96 firms with 1.082
workers produced goods worth almost
$3 million. In addition, San Diego’s
agriculture production also witnessed a
substantial increase. Fishingaisobecame
an important Industry. In 1911 the year’s
catch amounted to nearly 6 million pounds,
With the increased economic activity, the
population of the city rose to 39,578 by
1910,

World War I provided an additional
impetus to the city’s economy. Although
the navy had made some use of San Diego
harbor during the Spanish-American War,
it was not until the first World War
that it began to develop San Diego’s
mtiitaty potential. Due to naval expansion
during the war years. San Diego Harbor
became the operating base for squadrons
of the Pacific fleet.

IV
Although the post -war depression

brought some economic dislocation to San
Diego. the 1920’s proved to be prospe-
rous for the city. Besides a thriving
packin~ industry in agriculture and~flsh
products, ~ LYlego experlencea an ex-
tensive military buildup. New naval fac-

ilities added to the military payroll of
the city and by 1925 San Diego’s [dentRy
as a "navy town" had been clearly es-
tablished. Tourism also continued to
grow aided by new resorts such as those
at Mission Beach. With the addition
of new homes and subdivisions, the cons-
truction industry expanded at a rapldpace
Between 1920 and 1926 the value of buil-
ding permits from $31/2 million to over
$18 million, Finally, In the last years
of the decade, the aircraft manufacturing
industry began to play a role in the San
Diego economy. As a reflection of San
Diego’s prosperity in thetwentiesthepop-
ulation rose to 147,897 by 1930.

San Diego’s economic development
between 1900 and 1920 also affected the
growth of Tijnana, although in an unequal
fashion due to its complete dependence

Oun American tourism. Despitetts capturering the Mexican Revolution of 1910
by the liberal supporters of Ricardo and
Enrique Floras Magon, Tijuana continued
to grow as a tourist center for Southern
California. With a population of only
1,000 in 1915, Tijuana hosted hundreds
of Americans who had arrived in San Diego
to visit the San Diego Exposition of 1915-
1916. On e visitor observed that Tijnana
consisted of,
..a number of wooden stores, restaurants
and saloons, mostly one-story with a
scattering of wooden bungalows, some
neat and whitewashed on the side streets.
All streets are dusty and often muddy
and in wet weather very muddy but
wide."

Beside its saloons ,gambling also Dega~
to lure tourists to TiJuana after 1915
The Tijuana Fair was built that year as
a gambling casino and bar with a variety
of other attractions such as bullfighting,
cock fighting and boxing matches. Boxing
and horse racing proved to be of keen
interest to Americans since both attrac-
tions had been banned in California by

Progressive Reforms. Other Tijuana ton-
rist attractions during thisperied included
dog racing first started byJamesCofforth
a former boxing promoter from San Fran-
cisco Cofforth’s establishment, owned
in part by Spreckeis’ interest, could seat
3,500 persons. The $10000 Monte Carlo
Casino represented an additional tourist
center. The Monte Carlo operated on
a 24 hour basis with a cabaret, casino
andrestaurant which featured a variety of
entertainment from Mexican dancers to

an Irish quartet. Unfortunately for Ti-
juana, concern for American morals during
World War I led to a ban on U.S citizens
crossing into Tijnana. In June of 1917
the authorities forbade men in U.S mili-
tary uniforms to enter Mexico. Six mono
ths later, the U.S. Immigration Depart-
ment began to require passports at what
had been traditionally an open border
"Tijuana as a tourist town for Americans
will cease to existZuring the war," Ameri-
can tmmigratinn offlclais announced," PL-
easure-seekers, tourists, and in fact men
and women in every walk of life are
absolutely prohibited from crossing the
border unless their business is such as
to render their presence in Mexican
territory imperative."

V
’Fne prosperity of the twenties, bow-

ever, proved to be shertllved due to the
effects of the Great Depression Although
the San Diego Union believed In 1931
that the depression In Southern California
had caused less hardship than in the other
parts of the country, nevertheless, San
Diego experienced a decade of stagnation.
By the spring of that year, 4,835 persons
in San Diego had no jobs and "breadiines"
had to be formed to feed the hungry.

Two years later local officials reported
23,000 San Dlegans out of work, In
addition to unemployment, the value of
manufactured products decreanedfromal-
most $38 milUon in 1929 to about $16
million in 1933. The depression might
have hit San Diego worse bad it not been
for the city’s military resources. Never-
theless, large-scaie unemployment lead to
various signs of discontent amongthe wor-
kers of San Diego, highlighted by demons-
Au~hotions on Memorinl Day 1933 whicbrities suppressed as a Communist
plot. According to one account, when
the demonstrators attempted to form a
mrude line, they were met, by a solid
¯ ati ox ponce mncers~ ~stru~le com-
menced winch injured six persons. Po-
lice arrested eight demonstrators and es-
corted othersaccused ofbeingCommunlsts
to the city limits.

Tied to the fluctuations of Southern
California’s economy Tljnana received a
severe setback in the 1930’So As tourist
traffic decreased, many establishments
dosed down incin(Rng the race track.
Moreover, the enforcement of new Mexican
anti-gambling laws by the reform govern-
ment of Lasaro Cardenas a~ed a second
blow to the Tijuana economy.

Displaying its dependence on the eco-
nomy of San Diego and of Southern Ca-
lifornia, TiJuana also underwent a decade
of growth. Investors built various new
tourist facilities to accomodate the larger
number of American tourists who in the
1920’s flooded to Tijuana to spend their
dollars in gambling, drinking, and other
diversions. Shut down during the a war,

the race track in Tijuana re-opened in
1920 to large number, including caleb-
reties such as Jack Dempsey who served
as honorary lace starter, Hollywood
stars also were frequent visitors to the
TlJumm track and tourists could often
catch glimpses of Charlle Chaplin, Fatty
Arbuckle, Tom Mix, and Buster K~ton.
Yet prohibition in the United States cons-
tituted the single greatest factor in Ti-
juana’s expensiondurh~the twenties. Un-
able to legally drink in the United States

Americans from California crossed into
TtJuana where the practice was encoura-
ged. As a result, numerous bars sprang
up in Tijnaua, n~Gst of them owned by
Americans. "Everything goes at Tla
Juana," a representative 19fJ the Board
of Temperance, Prohibitionand Public Mo-
rals of the Methodist Church wrote in
1920.

There are scores of gambling devices
long drinking bars, dance halls, hop
joints, cribs for prostitutes, cock fights,
dog fights, bullfights. The town is a mecca
of prostitutes, booze sellers, gamblers,
and other American vermin.

Built by an American syndicate in 1928,
an additional symbol of Tljuaua’s expan-
sion was the construction of the Alpm
CaLiunte "race track and golf course. Re-
presenting an investment of 6 million
dollars, one observer wrote of the com-
plex:

Diplomats from tlie East and West.
potentates from the Orient. American
business, even gangsters spawned by
the prohibition era, all felt the spell
of ALma Caliente.

VI
The U.S. entrance into World War

IX, however, ended the economic down-
turn for both TlJuana and San Diego
During the war San Diego servedasa major
military locatton for naval operations in
the Pacific. In addfllon, the aircraft
industry, which had moved into the city
during the 30’s, provided a major impetus
to the economy. Consolidated Aircraft
Corporation. for example, which had trans-
ferred to San Diego from Buffal% New
York, employed over 9,000 workers during
the war San Diegos’s recovery also revi-
ved ’TlJuaua’s economy. "During the war
we had thousands of sailors in their
uniforms every night," a Mexican citizen
of Tijuana later remembered ,

They came with a few months pay ann
spent it wildly. We figured the Ameri-
cans were real suckers. They would
order shots of tequila with beer chasers
and In an hour they were yelling in the
streets.

Besides serving as a recreation center,
Tijuaua also provided Americans with
goods that had been rationed in the U.S.
One observer noted in 1944:

TfJuaua’s new clientele is mostlvArmyo
Navy, and aircraft workers. They are
trying to buy everything that Ires be-
come extinct In the states. They can
buy alarm clockn, meat. ga~linh ~mt-
ter, cream, shoes, woolens, hardware,
sporting goods, silk stockings, chewing
gum, and yes--hairpins.

The war also made TfJuana a major
labor center for Southern California
agrlbusinese as well as industries.
Thousands of Mexican workers began to
migrate to the border in hope of find-
Ing work in the United States. Many
found jobs through the Bracero Program
of 1942 which proved to be a major FUd-
of 1942 which proved to be a major
federal subsidy to southwestern agricul-
ture. Furthermore. thousands of other

Continued on next page
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BORDER ECONOMICS
from pago 10

Mexican s who could not participate in
the program, arrived in border cities such
as TlJu~m and Cindad Jnarez and cros-
sed into the U.S. through legal or illegal
means. As a result of this migration
means. As a result of this migration.
the population of Tijuana tripled In the
40’s and doubled in the 50’s.

VII
The war years released apattern of econo-

mic development for San Diego that has
continued to the present Besides a marked
urban expansion throughout’the county and
a city population which has grown from
203,341 lp 1940 to 696,769 in 1970. recent
figures reveal that the major industries of
San Diegoo are aerospace, military facili-
ties, electronics agrlcuRure, tourism and
fishing. While such industrial development
made San Diego a major urban center
in a short perid of time, it has also inte-
grated the city more thoroughly to the
national economy, Consequently, the effe-
cts of the present recession have caused
a seriou~ slowdown in the local economy
and lead to an unemployment rate of over
ten per cent,

Even more dramatic than the growth
of San Diego since the war, has been that
of Tijuana. From only 21,000 residents
In 1940, Tijanns~ population has grown to
about 700,000 in 1975, Most of tkis in-
crease has come from a massive migr-
ation of unemployed and displaced Mexican
workers in search of work in northern
urban centers such as Tijuaua or in the
United States. Unfortunately for most of
these economic refugees and their families
not enough jobs can be found in Tijmua.
Despite an increase in tourism due to
the post war boom of Southern California,
Tijuaua has been limited in its enconomic
diversification. ~ccording to John Price,
Tijuana must import from the U.S.99.9%
of its transportation equipme~,83~0of Its
Paper prodnctse 68% of its machinery and
appliances, 64~ of other manufactures, 62%
of its food, drinks= and tabacco, and over

U.S. TRIES TO
TIGHTEN GRIP ON
PUERTO RICO

NEW YORK (LNS)- The United States is
now moving t-o strengthen and "legail~e"
its colonial domination over Puerto Rico
with a new bill in Congress.

Known officially as the "Compact of
Permanent Union Between Puerto Rico and
the U.S.," its writers pledged to "dev-
elop the maxiumum of self-government
withIn the framework of Commonwealth ...
compatible with the U.S."

But supporters of Puerto Rlcan indepen-
dunce say the real effect of the bill will
be to allow the United States to reinforce
its claim that Puerto Rico is an "interh-
al affair," a move aimed at bluntinggrow-
ing international support for the indepen-
dence movement in Puerto Rico. At the
same time, it calls for drastic cutbacks
in the already strained living standards
of the Puerto Rican people.

50~ of its garments and footwear. More-
sold for large profits in the U.S..Whileover, both Mexican and American economic some may argue that the program createsinterests have found it more profitable to employment, it should not justify an open

Invest in lucrative tourist enterprises,
rather than in attempting to lessen the
city’s reliance on tourism. One success-
tul attempt, however, has been Mexico’s
Border Industrialization Program, which
has introduced a twin plant concept of
Industrialization. Underthlsprogram~ U.S.
assembly plants for such items as clot-
hing and electronic t~rts are established
In border cities like Tljuana. The finished
uroducts are then transported to the U.S.
lvr sale. Although the dual plant concept
has created a layer of indusir/al workers
it has also introduced a new form of econoe
dependency for Tljuana on American in.
terests. In addition, it has allowed A..
merican industries to tap a large army of
unemployed Mexican workers who are
payed wages as low as $3.60 per day
for the productions of goods that are then
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of human needs. - Rat~her than regional
planning which would integrate TtJuana
even more towards the United States and

form of labor exploitation of an extremely increase the city’s dependency and under-
vulnerable people, development, it would seem that a sys-

Historically Tljuana has existed not
only because of border conditions, but
specifically because of its locationadjacent
to a prosperous part of the United States.
American tourism createdfijuanaandcon-
tinned to keep the city in a state of
dspeudency and inferior economic develop-
ment, Regional planning may alleviate

some of the symptoms of this condition
such as poor housing, poor sanitation,
poor health, and related problems, but
it should also address itself to larger
questions of economic underdeveiopment
on the Mexican side of the border due
to corporate interests-- both American
and Mexican which place profits ahead

In Rico, we have an abundance
of bright, energetic

The bill was presented to Congress in De..
camber after two years of planning by a
committee composed of seven Americans
appointed bythe president and seven Puerto
Rlcans appoInted by the governor of Puerto
Rico. The Americans include Senator
James Buckley, oil industrialist Paul N.
Howell and other businessmen and politi- viously subject to. "Soon the 3 million
clans; the Puerto Ricans include Angal inhabitants of Puerto Rico, without losing
Rivera, president of Benco Credito, Jaime the benefits of U.S. citizenship, may be
Benitez, Puerto Rice’s "representative" able to decide which U.S. laws shall ap-
to the U.S. Congress, and Lute Munoz
Matin. former governor of Puerto Rico.

Rxo s

U.S. Eighty-five per cent of Puerto Rlcan
Industry is controlled by U.S. corporations.

The official unemployment rate in Puerto
Rico is 19.9~ but is"about 40~ when room
is made for the thousands who are not
included in the statistics because they have

~oVen up looking for work," as the New
rk Times admitted in a recent article.

The proposed elimination of the mini°
mum wage will ailow corporations to drive
labor costs even lower, especially in the
view of the high unemployment rate.

In addition to the Compact committee,
a "Committee to Study Puerto Rice’s
Finances." headed by Yale Economics
professor James Tobin, has been inves-
til~ting ways to attract more American

PLEASE TURN TO PAGE FIFTEEN

In tile hearings on the bill before the
House Interior Commlttee~ which began or
Jan. 20, Carlos Gallis~ of the pro-inde.

ply to them," the Christian Science Mon-
Ror reported recently. But the lawn that
Puerto RIco will be exempted from, ac-
cording to the Compact, are those pro-
tecting minimum wages, occupationt~l
henlth and safety regulations and environ-

pendence Puerto Rlcan Socialist Party mental standards.
fPSP) testified that, "The anticipated le- These attempts to make labo: on the is-
g~slahon for our country is an act of land even cheaper, along with such offers
Imperial rule over a colony. The poUti- by the Puerto Rlcan government as the
cal dominion that you exercise over our refmbersement of any new investor corn-
people today is founded upon an act of pany of 25~ of all labor costs durin~ the
war."

first two yenrs of its operation In Puerto
The proposed Compact would, for the Rico, are Washington’s and colonhtl gov-

first time, exempt Puerto Rico from speci- ernment’s answers to the recession that
fled federal le~latinn which it was pro- has hit Puerto Rico even harder than the

tematlc movement toward economic inde-
pendence and seif-sufficiency must be un-
durtaken by theM~xicanpeoplethemselves.

The United States and concerned Ameri-
cans can aid in an advisory capacity,
but it must be done in a spirit of co-
operation and devoid of any economic
interests. []

SON Of PUERTO
RICAN SOCIALIST
LEADER SLAIN

New York (LNS) --A son of Juan Marl
Bras, Secretary-General of the Puerto
Rlcan Socialist Party(PaP) was found mur-
dered near Cagoas, Puerto Rico, on
March 24

The 24-year old PSP member, Santiago
Marl Pesquera, son of Marl Bras and Pa-
quita Pesquera, was found b~ a pedestrian
in a deserted area south of San Juan. "He
was the victim of a gunshot in his right
temple. Even police discarded robberyor
suicide as a motive for the murder The
victim was found in his automobile, which
was in perfect condition, with his belongings
undisturbed.

In a press conference held in New York
City, members of the Political Commission
of the PSP and a member of its Central
Committee, asserted that "this horrendous
assassination has a clear political charac-
ter and it is the first time in the history
of Puerto Rico that we reachtheextreme
of killing the son of a political leader."

Julio Vires Vasquez, president of the
PSP, stated, "Our Party denounces before
the people of Puerto Rico that those who
are behind this repugnant and despicable
assassination are the same hands which
daily exploit our people: imperialism and
Jts repressive agencies."

"We reaffirm before our people our
unshakeable commitment with the struggle
for the definite liberation of our homeland,"
said Jose Alberto Alvarez, First Secretary
of the U S branch of the PSP.

The murder follows a series of violent
attacks both in the U.S. and Puerto Ric% on
the PSP. In January, 1975, a bomb killed
a PSP member and a second independista
when it exploded in a crowded restaurant
in Mayeguez minutesbeforea PSPcomme-
rnoratlon activity began, In September,
1975 a bomb destroyed the waU of a day-
care center in which many chiidrenof PSP
members are cared for. I~ February of
this year a PSP member was killed in
Chicago. And in March a smoke bomb
was thrown at the Central Committee
offices and shots were fired at the home
of Rosa Marl Mercedes, Marl Brae’
daughter.
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THE
POLITICAL
ECONOMY
OF CANCER
Cancer and the Workplace.

Your Job Can Kill You

(Editorial note: The following article byPhillis Leh-
man is reprinted from the first issue of Hazards
newspaper published by the Society for Occupational and
Environmental Health)

"Cancer--in the last quarter of the century--can be
considered a ’social disease,’ a disease whose cause
and control are rooted in the technology and econo-
my of our society"

--Dr Umberto Saffioti of the
National Cancer Institute.

New York (Hazard/LNS)-.At present rates~some 
million people now living in this country--one zn every
four persons--will eventually get cancer. A growing
number are beginning to ask: How does my job deter-
mine whether I’ll be one in four?
The link between cancer and the workplace has been

known since 1775 when an English surgeon, Sir Per-
cival Port, reported on the high rate of scrolal cancer
among London chimney sweeps. Yet today, thousands of
coke oven workers in the U S are exposed to the same
kinds of coal combustion by-products--and are dying of
lung cancer at a rate 15 times higher than the general
populatton.
Dr John Wagoner, director of the Division of Field

Studies and Clinical Investigations of the Nationa’, In-
stitute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH),
cites some other examples from the woeful record on
occupational cancer:
**In 1971, 90 years after miners in Central Europe

were found dying of lung cancer and 30 years after
radioactivity in the mines was known to be the cause,
thousands of US uranium miners were still exposed
to levels of radioactivity that tripled their chances of
dying from lung cancer.
**Some 130 years after the discovery ofscrotalcancer

among copper smelters exposed to inorganic arsenic,
1.5 million Americans still are exposed to arsenic
on the job. According to recent reports, some of them
are dying of lung and lymphatic cancers at two to eight
times the uationl rate.

**In 1973, 80 years after aromatic amines were found
to cause bladder cancer among German dye workers,
"thousands of American workers were still literally
sloshing in them" Fifty per cent of former employees
at one benzidene plant have developed bladder cancer.

**Twenty-five years after asbestos was known to cause
lung cancer and 75 years after it was linked to a fatal
fibrosis of the lung, workers in numerous asbestos
factories and related trades were laboring in dust so
thick it blotted out the light. An estimated 300,000 of
the one million current and former asbestos workers
in this country will die of cancer.

TiP OF AN ICEBERG
"In the 200 years since Percival Port," says Wagoner,

"the problem of occupational cancer has become more
serious, more subtle and more pervasive" In fact,
the full impact of occupational cancer is just beginning
to be felt Early in 1975 it was recognized that vinyl-
chloride--a chemical crucial to the manufacture of con-
venience plastics--is a potent killer.
Once thought so harmless it wasconsideredfor use as

an anesthetic, vinyl choride was found to cause anglo-
sarcoma, an extremely rare form of liver cancer. In
the year following the report of three deaths from anglo-
sarcoma in one vinyl chloride polymerization plant, 29
additional deaths from the disease were documented
amone workers in the U.S and nine other countries.
Because the plastics industry is relativelyyoung, scient-
ists agree that these deaths represent oniytbe ’tip of the
iceberg:
The question remains: how big is the whole iceberg

of occupational cancer? The World Health Organi-
zation estimates that between 75 and 80 per cent of
all cancers have environmental causes, but no one knows
how much occupational exposures contribute to these
’environmental’ cancers.
Likewise, no one knows how many workers are exposed

to carcinogens (cancer causing substances), iargelybe-
cause no oae is certain Just how many chemicals are in
use today. Crhere are 3 million known chenflcals, but
this mind-hoilling list includes many rare substances,
as well as many that are no longer used.)
There is one figure that is trlghteulng enough:Morn

than 1,400 of the 14,000 substances on NIOSH’s Tox-
ic Substances List have shown some evidence of beIng
neoplastic, or caustng new cell growths in humans or
animals. But again, there is no way of knowing which
of these are important in occupational oxposurs.

/

A COMPLEX DISEASE
What causes cancer/ Under the right conditions, prob-

ably many things. Known human carcinogens include
ultraviolet and ionizing radiation and such chemicals or
combinations of chemicals as nitrosamines, some pesti-
cides, and combustion products (including tobacco
smoke). Some viruses are known to cause cancer in
animals and are thought to be the culprits in some human
cancers as well. Numerous other factors--genetic
makeup, the body’s immune system, hormones, diet,
and widespread use of medications--may all affect
development of cancer.
Cancer-causing stimuli induce an abnormal cell growth

that at first may be reversible, but laterbecomes irre-
versible and finally mallguant--spreadingthroughout the
affected organ and probably to other parts of the body
"We are now leafing an Important lesson," says Dr.
Emmanuel Farber of the Temple University School of
Medlcine."Not onlycan environmental substances trig-
get abnormal ceil growth. They can also determine
whether or not a new cell growth becomes malignant.

In occupational cancer, there is usally a long latent
period between first exposure to a c.arcinogenand devel-
opment oX toe dLsease. TlUs perzod ranges from 10 to
50 or more years, but averages about 20 (In some
cases, such as in skin cancer caused by exposure to
tar pitch, the latent period can be short as two years).
Since countless new substances have been introduced

into the workplace because of technological changes in
the last 25 or 30 years, the real story of occupational
cancer has yet to unfold. "In coming decades, we’ll
have to cope with the consequences of our failures to
protect workers in the past and simultaneously have
to protect workers of the future," says Dr. Irving Sel-
lkoff, director of the Environmental Services at the
Mount Sinai School of Medicine in New York City.
Although occupational cancer usually results from long

exposures to certain substances, even verybriefexpos-
urea can trigger the cancer process. Selikoff cRes a
study of more than 250 asbestos workers exposed at
least 25 years ago to heavy concentrations of asbestos
for three months or less. Their death rate from lung
cancer proved to be three and a half times the expected.
"A worker could be exposed heavily to asbestos for
even one day and conceivably develop cancer much later
in life as a result of that exposure," explains Sellikofo
"He may have been exposed for only one day, but his
lunge continue to be exposed to the asbestos deposits:’
Although there are some promisingnew laboratorypro-

cedures for rapid testing of substances for carcino-
genity, the only accepted proof is indnetion of cancer
in experimental animals. This is time consuming and
expensive.

SOME HAZARDOUS OCCUPATIONS
The occupational cancer picture becomes more alarm-

ing as new studies add yet other groups of workers tc
the list of those at high rish of cancer. Scientists at-
tending a recent international conference on occupational
cancer reported some of the latest research flnding~
on the following groups:

O~mratine room Dersnnn~,]. People exposed to trace
*mounts of anesthetics in operating rooms get cancer--
especially leukemia and lymphoma--1.3 to 2 times as
frequently as medical ~rsounel who do not work in op.-
eratin~ rooms, according to a nationwide survey by
NIOSIt and the American Society of Anesthesiologists.
Dr Thomas Corbettofthe VuterassAdministration Hos-
~pltal in Ann Arbor. M/cldga~, found cancer rate three
times higher titan expected among 621 nurse anes-
thstists he studied. Two children born to anesthetists
whn trod wn~ed duringpreiPmmcyalsodevelopnd cancer,

Bls-chloromsthyl sthsr, anaikyl-
sting agent used ~-verious industrial syntesls proces-
ses, ranks high among potent carcinogens in the work-
place A recent ~ study of 136 men in s plant pro-
decIng unton-ezclnnga resins showed that thse exposed
to BCME for five years or more have nine times the
rate of lung cancer as the general white male pupu-
latfon.

tSBESTOS- inside and. ogt~

Rubber workers. Through a program negotlatedbythe
Un~-t-e’d Rub~-~-r-Workers Union andfourmajor rubber com-
L~tnies, researchers at the University of North Caro-
l~m have been investigating causes of death among rub-
ger workers during the last ten years Their study has
revealed a higher-than-expected number ofd~athsfrom
cancer in general and especially high rates of cancer oI
the stomach, colon, and lymphatic and blood forming
system.

Further, within the rubber industry, there appears to be
a connection between certain cancers and specific job
exposures. Workers exposed to solvents, for example,
have three times the risk of gettin$ leukemia; those ex-
posed to high levels of solvents have a risk five times
greater than normal. (In past decases, the most com-
mondiy used solvent in the rubber industrywas benzene,
which other studies have implicated as a cause of leuk.
emlaJ

The study showed similar relationships between lung
cancer and employment in the curingroom; between sto-
mach cancer and rubber processing, where workers pro-
hably swallow such substances as carbon black; andbe-
tween prostate cancer and pigment blending and hatch
preparation, where exposure to cadmium may be high.

W~. In a study of nearly 300,000 death re-
cords in the state of Washington, Dr Samuel Milham
af the State Department of Social and Health Services
found that workers in the wood products industry have
unusually Idgh rates of certain cancers Although the
types of cancer varied among specific occupations, near-
ly all of the groups surveyed--carpenters, loggers, and
employees in pulp and paper mills and plywood mills--
had high rates of cancer of the stomach and of the
lymphatic and blood forming systems These patterns
suggest, says Milbam, that wood itself, the break-
down of wood, or agents used in processing or treat.
log wood contain carcinogens.

~-~tL~L~_~t~. Another part of Milham’s study re-
vealed a pattern of cancer among Washington workers
exposed to metals. All ten occupations, groups selected
for study, from boilermakers to tool and dye makers,
had increased rates of respiratory cancer. This is
not too surprising since some metals--such as ars-
enic, nickelt and chromates--are known to cause cancer.

Four groups--boilermakers, plumbers, structural me-
tal workers, and welders--were susceptible to urinary
bladder cancer, which Mliham thinks may be caused
by metal excreted in urine. Machinists, plumbers,
and structural workers showed an increase in cancerof
the tongue~ Aluminum mill workers and sheet metal
wurkers had a high rate of pancreatic cancer. Malignant
lympboma was common among aluminum mill workers
and plumbers. Mllham suspects that cancers among
aluminum mill workers may be caused by coal tar
pitch volatlles released dnringaluminum refintnjt rather
than exposure to the metal.

VlnH Chloride workers. Following up on Italian stud-
ies showing that animals inhaling vinyl chloride devel-
opel cancers of the lung and brain, as well as of the
liver, NIOSH recently surveyed more than 1,000 US.
workers who had been exposed to vinyl choride for at
least five years and whose first exposure occured at
least ten years ago. They found higher-than-expected
rates of lung and brain cancer and concluded that
"evidence now points to vinyl chloride as the causal
agent/’

Chloronrene wo~#r~. Two Russian studies report in-
creased incidence of Iengand skin cancer amongworkers
exposed to cheroprene. Chloroprene, used Inthe manu-
facture of synthetic rubber, is a chemical similar to
vinyl choride.

Continued on next Imp
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Politics of Cancer cont’d

Reefers. An American Cancer Society study of 6,000
workers exposed to benzo.-(a)-pyrene when applying
pitch and asphalt to roofs and waterproofing such items
as electrical cable, showed an increase of cancer deaths.
Cancer of the mouth, throat, and larynx were most
common.

Coke oven and steel workers. Studies of some 58,000
workers by the University of Pittsburgh showed that
coke oven workers are two and a half times as likely
to die from lung cancer as are other steel workers.
They also get kidney cander at seven and a half ti~nes
the normal rate. More recent studies indicate, however,
that non-oven workers in coke plants also are suscepti-
ble to kidney and prostrate cancers and have espec-
ially high rates of cancers of the digestive system.

A 1975 study of workers in a large BaRimore steel
plant revealed high rates of respiratory, bladder, and
kidney cancer--but these were by no means limited
to coke oven workers In fact, the most unexpected
finding was a significant excess of lung cancer among
workers in steel finishing operations. These findings
suggest that cancer-causing agents may be more wide-
spread in steel making than previously thought.

BEYOND THE FACTORY

There is distrbing evidence that the cancer hazard can
reach well beyond the factory, endangering workers’
families and other residents of the community. For
example, numerous cases of mesothelioma, a rare
cancer of the membrane lining the lunge or abdominal
cavity that can be caused by exposure to asbestos--
have been reported among people who live in the same
house with asbestos workers.

In a study of three Ohiotown.ss with poly vinyl chloride
production plants, the Ohio Department of HeaRh recent-
ly found a high number of birth defects--espectally
of the central nerous system--among newborn and still-
born children and a high rate of central nervous sys-
tem tumors among adult men.

In additon, the high rates of lung cancer have been
noted among both women and men residents of two
western cities with copper mining and smelting ~tcil-
files.

These findings point up the inevitable link between the
workplace and the general environment. As one labor
official says, "We’re realizing that we can no longer
distinguish between what goes on in the community and
what goes on in the shop."

TOWARDS PREVENTION
Although the likllhood of contracting cancer has stead-

liy increased, the chances of surviving it have im-
proved. Twenty-five years ago, only one in four cancer
patients survived five years after diagnosis. Today., with
early detection and prompt treatment, one in three can
expect to be alive in five years. But while there has
dramatic improvements in the treatments of certain
cancers such as leukemia, there has been little progress
on such major killers as respiratory and digestive sys-
tem cancers--hoth commonly associated with occupat-
ional exposures.

:The best hope, therefore, lies in prevention. And
prevention can take many forms: identification and sur-
veillance of high-risk groups; regulation of exposures
through enforcement of standards or findingalternatives
to hazardous substances; and training programs to in-
form workers of risks and vrecautlons.

Unfortunately, research into occupational cancer is
still in its infancy. "Almost everything we know now
about occupational cancer comes from counting dead
bodies," says Dr J William Lloyd, director Of NIOSH’s
Office of Occupational Health Survellance and Bio-
metrics.

One currently available method of cancer prevention is
through aggressive soreeningprograms. But even where
cancer was discovered early and treatment started,
survival rates are still poor. "In genAral, the finest
screening program is only cal~ble of detectIng a small
number of lung cancer cases," Mount Sinai’s Dr. Seli-
koff says. The only real solution, Sellkoff says, is to
clean up the workplace for all workers and to find
.better methode for diagao~lng and trsating cancer.

"We have to take the point of View that we can control.
carc/soL, ens," says Dr. Euia Bini0am of the University
of Cincinnati School of Medicine. "We can’t accept
. a certain level of expopure and then find it’s too high."

Si~n ~mueis, director of health, eatsty and envir-
onmental af~lrs for the AFL..CIO’s Industrtal Union De-
partment put the matter another way, saying bluntly,
"It comes dowe to the questioa who shall live and who
shall die. We simply cannot continue to build indnst-
,rles around toxic substances."
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GAY LIBER kTION
Radical Tradition Current Controversy

If, as the analysis in the previous article attemp-
ted to demonstrate, taboos on homosexuality derive from
the class relations of bourgeois society, then liberation
from those taboos can only come with the destruction of
those relations. This destruction is, as we shall suggest,
a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for liberation.
For the moment, however let us simply repeat that gay
liberation, just like the liberation of women, ethnic
minorities, old people, and children is inextricably
linked with class struggle and the Impending socialist
revolution.

The Implications of a materialist analysis of gayness
are far-reaching. Marcuse’s entire line on sexuality
calls for a return to governance by the pleasure
principle (even in the realm of work, he sees the
possibility of a new, non-repressive sublimation). What
such a new sexuality would not be is any kind of bi-
sexuality. Bisexuality is a sexist category employed in
capitalist society to distort further the notion of sexua-
lity which that society perpetuates. People who call
themselves bisexual are victims of this distortion. Many
of them use the clmracterization "bisexual" as an ex-
cuse to escape from the opprobrium in which calling
themselves gay would result. In this sense, bisexuality
represents an utterly llberal way of dealing with the
contradictions of sexnallty. It is as if racism could be
solved if everyone would turn themselves lighter or
darker to achieve some median hue. Bisexuality refuses
to confront the contradictions Implicit in the bourgeois
nuclear family. It presumes that one "kind" of sexua-
lity is as good as another when we know that that is
simply not true, socially. Finally, bisexuality accepts
given gender and sex-role definitions. It seems to me
that the correct line on bisexuality is to help those who
call themselves bisexual to come out and to work for
the liberation of gay people and for the end of sexism
between men and women.

The sexual aspect of socialist revolutions, far from
embodying some kind of institutionalized and just as
repressive bisesuallty, must represent an end to the
bourgeois nuclear family, first as an economic unit,
since that unit replicates and reproduces class society.
Furthermore, I would argue that sexual liberation can-
not be accomplished without the destruction of the family
not only as an economic unit but as anything at all. A
political and economic revotutton is not sufficient to
accomplish this end. Only permanent superstructural
(cultural) revolution will suffice. Socialist r~volution
rather than desexnalizing iit~ratlon as it has seemed
to in the past, must have as one of its fundamental goals
the resexualization of daily lfle. In the so-called ad-
vanced countries like the United States, the family in-
deed exists presently only as an economic unit. Sexism
exists in great part to preserve this unit, but it has
continued to exist in socialist countries which have
supposedly eradicated the institutionalization of the
economic nature of the family. Sexism, therefore, conti-
nues to exist there, somehow apart from any tnfra-
structural underpinnings. The family per se has become
synonymous with the perpetuation of sexism. Sexism will
only end when the f~mily Is destroye, l in any fetishized
form: Just as it should not matter socially what race
person is, or what gender, so should it not matter
socially who one’s mother, father, brother, or sister is.
The fetishization of these categories must be abolished.

The family must be replaced by some collective
institution w.hi-~h w~ild deal with child-rearing, repro-
duction, irlculcatlon of revolutionary thought, etc. Wives
w?uld no longer "belong* to their husbands as private
property, nor children to their parents, situations
which have clearly persisted after those socialist re-
volutions which have not included provisions for con.,
stant cultural revolution.

The destruction of tim family as a part of the institu-

"--This series of srlk:im on Gly ~ urns writlU by a UCSD student.
on¢onnqm lurther contributions Immmvnity an tldu tepic.--

tlon of socialism would involve as well the re-eroticiza-
tion of daily life, including that of the body itself. Sex
would become degenitalized and more "polymorphously
perverse," as children of successive generations were
not only allowed, but encouraged, to enjoy a heaRhy
sexual life, and as ~ender and role definitions are
smashed. Indeed, I would say that in such a socialist
society the very category "sexual" (and certainly
"homosexual" and "heterosexual") would become in-
comprehensible as life as a whole becomes more and
more eroticized, and as the connection between sexua-
lity and reproduction becomes decreasingly important.

Of course, all these speculations axe extremely
utopian, sounding rather like a description of a hippie
commune. And they hardly form an "analysis." Many
problems remain, notably the question of aggression
and the question of monogamy and the question of
how to struggle with sexual liberation now, In capi-
talist society. But one thing I am sure of. The de-
sexualization of liberation by the organized left andby the
existing socialist countries is a mistake, an error which
we gay people must take the lead in correctin¢.

It seems to me, then, that we have two overriding
tasks to perform before the polRical revolution in the
U.S. takes place. The first is to demonstrate to other
gay people the nature of our common oppression, and
to help them to cope with that oppression. This task
involves helping gay people to come out, fighting
against job and housing discrimination, unionizing
gay workers, etc. It involves also educating ourselves
as to the history and theory of homosexuality and gay
liberation; combating racism, sexism, and ageism
among ourselves; and building working-class conscious-
ness. Above all, this task must be performed critically,
Thus, I do not mean to take any sort of reformist
approach to gay liberation: coming out, for example,
must be made to be seen as more than just being able
to go to a gay har--another closet, only bigger.
Similarly, gay social service centers, like the ones
in LA or San Diego, must be commended for any good
they do, but must be condemned for exploring their
own gay employees and for having become government
sponsored "philanthropic" agencies. The "right" to
become policemen, soldiers, or security-cleared go-
vernment bureaucrats must be exposed as a rather
dubious privilege, at best.

We must pursue, in addition, a second, no less im-
portant, task. And this is the education of the non-g~y
left in America. However humiliating the struggle may
be, we must convince the revolutionary working-class
movements in this country of the validity of the kind
of materialist analysis which proves the connection be-
tween gay liberation and socialist revolution. There is
no hope for us under capitalism, because capitalism by
definition is anti-gay and anti-sex. We must not succumb
to the apparent hostility of socialists. We must be
optimistic about the eventual outcome of this struggle
which should be seen as a struggle internal to the
socialist movement as a whole. But we must be pre-
pared for a struggle which will be long and bitter.
We must, it seems to me, attain the following minimum
goal before a political revolution actually occurs:
nominal acceptance (and I mean "acceptance" in its
most patronizing sense) of the goals of gay liberation
by a significant portion of the organized left. Mayt~
this goal is too little. If more is achieved, so much the
better. But I do not uvderestimate for a second either
the hostility of my non-gay brothers and sisters or the
smug conducend~ tolerance which more often masks
that hostility. If we get to the point I just described, I
will be happy: at least, we won’t, perhaps, get castrated
by some commissar of social hygiene and morals,
and we can get on the Job of provoking a real sexual
revolution.

The New Indiwter
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"Snuff"

new low

in U.S.
"culture"

By JOHN TRINKL From The Guardian
A new low has been reached in American

film culture.
Protests in New York City and elsewhere

have demanded that a new film. "Snuff." be
shut down because of its excessive sadism
and violence. The producers had strongly
implied that a woman was actuallv murdered
in the making of the picture.

The advertisement for the film says: "The
picture they said could NEVER be
shown.., the Bloodiest thing that ever
happened in front of a cameralf The film
that could only be made in South
America... where life is Cheaplf"

"Snuff’s" distributor attempted to capit-
alize on reports of the existence of a number
of films known as "snuff movies" in which
women have actually been murdered.
Imported into the U.S.. they reportedly had
private showings on the West Coast for as
much as $500 a head.

"Snuff" carries violence against women
in film’s to new depths, it features a young
woman being dismembered and disem-
boweled. Murder is portrayed as sexual
entertainment. The purveyors of moribund
capitalist culture are attempting to mine a
new vein in their search for profits.

WHY WE HAD TO
PICKET ’SNUFF’

From The
by Leah Fritz Village Voice

"Snuff" was perceived by many as a
threatening letter to women. Women have
been threatened often by the media, but
previously these threats were veiled in
the masks of make-believe. We have put
up with the continues, nauseating degra-
dation of women in works of art en-
franchised by men in their quest for
"truth." We have been saturated with
self-serving images of men delighting
women with their ravagings. We have been
devastated by male-enfranchised por-
traits of ourselves as docile, semi-
paralyzed, infantile, stupid, grinningvio-
tiros. We bare paid our money to see
such fantasies of ourselves, turned dials
to see them, read books to believe them-
because they were the sum total of enter-
tainment and education available to us.
The censorship of our own visionsofour-
selves-of what we might become-has been
nearly complete. We have known since its
inception that the Constitution didnotbe-
long to us, and neither did the Bill of
Rights; that, in fact, men would nsethetr
freedom against us. And they have. Con-
sistently. And yet, most of us have sup-
ported that freedom. Most of us will con-
tinue to support that freedom. We live in
hope that some day it will include us, too.

We have been threatened, as I said, by
’make.believe." But "Snuff" purported

.o be real! Rs advertising cashed in on
news reports about films made for the
sexual gratification of men in which real
women were actually tortured and tour-

~picketing the Times Square theater which is
showing "Snuff’’ to protest its sexism and
racism. The distributor of the film has tried
to claim that’ protests against the film have
only created publicity for it. However, only a
few people can be seen going into the
theater and the management has had to put
up a large sign in the cashier’s window:
"Theater is open for business:" A
spokesperson for the protesters said that the
largest number of people to see one showing
was 200 in a theater that seats 1500.

in other actions against the film, the
Times Square theater was pelted with eggs
and a TV screen outside the theater showing
highlights of violence from the movie was
smashed and had to be removed.

The distributor of the film defended l’t.
"There was no crime committed," he told
the Guardian. He characterized the
protestei’s against the film as "feminist
grodps who were shrill and totally
uninformed" and claimed that the film was
no more violent than a half-dozen othersWhen "Snuff’’ opened in a neighborhood, The leaflet calling for the demonstration "like the ’Texas Chain Saw Massacre.’ It

theater on New York’s West side recently, it summarized the feelings of many community was good enough for the District Attorney,
was greeted by a militant protest by residents about "Snuff’’ being shown in the New York police and the customs
community groups and residents. As cops their neighborhood: " ’Snuff" encourages officials and it’s good en~gh for us," he
lined both sides of the box office, people the most evil form of violence--yet we said.
chanted: " ’Snuff’ out of the neighbor, already have enough murders on the West MURDER AS COMMODITY
hood.t’’-and "Close down ’Snuff,’ we’ve had Side. ’Snuff" is racist and sexist--the Violence against women has been a staple

enough!" Tile demonstrators carried signs emphasis on ’life is cheap in Latin America’ of American films but "Snuff’’ tests the
that read: "Fight violence against women!" is an insult by the Edison Theater directed at market for filmed murder as a commodity.
"Stop killing for profit! .... Life is not the Hispanic West Side population that "In objecting to the film l don’t believe it
cheap!" and "Woman-killing is not patronizes this theater."
entertainment!" The demonstrators were really matters whether the murder really
joined by by-standers until a picketline of 50
had formed in front of the theater.

’CELEBRATION OF SADISM’
As the picketline moved past the theater,

different people from the community spoke.
"We don’t need a celebration of sadism and
murder in our neighborhood," one said.
Another stated that "We don’t want
something that glorifies genocide, murder
and rape in our community." "By uniting
we can beat them back," said another.

dared. "Snuff" purported to be one of
those films. Its ads showed a picture of
a woman being dismembered andboasted
that it was "the film that could only be
made in South America...where life is
CHEAP!~

Women’s lives suddenly, vividly be-
came a commodity on the open market.
some places our ,yes were cheap, in
others they were-presumably-more ex-
pensive. But they were definitely up for
sale. Not just our vaginas...our very
lives! How should we react to the infor-
mation that a woman had been killed and
canned for public consumption? How
should we react to such a boast? Is it
not cannabalism? Is it not Swllt’s "mod-
est proposal" realized?

The threat to women’s lives was so
explicit in "Snuff’s" promotion, it never
even occurred to most of us demonstra-
ting against it that it might be protected by
the First Amendment. Threatening let-
ters, blackmail, ransom notes are not;
why should "Snuff" be? Our first thought
was not that "free expression" had gone
beserk. We considered the inherent mad-
ness of another freedom, one not written
into the Constitution but nonetheless
cherished by many American patriots:
free enterprise. And, of course, we also
considered another unwritten law: man’s
inalienable right to possess women.(Un-
written, perhaps, but isn’t it implied in
the "pursuit of happiness"?)

See how it all connects in this society-
become -nightmare: The men who control
the economy make the wars and fund the
media. They have shownthemselvestobe
ruthless,corrupt, and sadistic. Sadism
which Is defined as the sexual enjoyment
of inflicting pain, is a desirable, andper-
Imps requisite, prop for militarism, as
Goebbels clearly demonstrated. The men
who control the media have for years been
conditioning the people, particularly the
semi-literate, to crave sadism. Not only
does such a craving bring profits to film-
makers(at little cost, obviously, where
life is cheap); it inevltablywlllearnpro-
tits for the munitions makers, too.

We have arrived at a time when the term
"freedom" may well, in reality, mean
"cunsorship"-ceusorship by money. We
have arrived at that time Orwell warned
us about when he cautioned against trus-
ting the symbolism of abstract words.
"Peace" can mean "war"; "freedom"
can mean "repression". Devaluation of
life, thought control-they are the same.
To those to whom life is cheap(the as-
sassins-for-profit), thought, realthought,
disinterested thought, must be even more
expendible. Usually in a society where
women are burned, books also go up in
flames. 1~

Protests have forced the closing of the film happened," a woman protesting the film
in Baltimore and Philadelphia. in New York said. "It’s that they’re advertising it as that.
City a group of 80 writers and artists sent a If they make money from advertising it as
telegram to District Attorney Robert real murder, then we will have women being
Morganthau protesting the film: "This film killed for this type of film.~’
exhibits the violent dismemberment and "I think it’s a danger to see this as an
murder of a woman for the purpose of aberration’it’s part of what film and TV
arousing sexual interest. As citizens we and most popular culture have been about,"
demand the immediate investigation, another woman said. "Unless women
prosecution and removal of this barbaric film believe they’re in danger and can express
from our community." their rage about this il an effective way, it

An ad hoc coalition of groups has been will grow." z:~

SUPREME COURT UPHOLDS STATES" RIGHT

CRIMINALIZE SODOMY

New York (LNS)o-In a 6-3 decision 
March 29, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld
a lower court ruling that individual states
may prosecute and imprison people for acts
of sodomy conducted in private between
consenting adults.
Although the Supreme Court ruledon"so-

domy,’ defined as oral and anal sex acts
practiced by heterosexuals as well as ho-
mosexuals, It is clear that the decision
is directed a_~lnst gay people.

The SupremeCourt acted "summarily,’--
without hearing oral arguments on the is-
sue--and without issuing an opinion. E.
Carringion Began, a New York lawyer ac-

. tzve in gay rights, expressed "utter
shock that the Court would render such a
decision on an issue which theylmowwonld
have widespread impact without even per-
miring oral argomenL It Is kind of
disgracefuL"

Gay and civil rights groups, expressing
dismay and shock, called the high court
decision a government invasion oftbebed-
room--"a 1984drivetocontrol individual’s
behavior," in the words of the National
Coalition of Gay Activists 0NCGA):

The Supreme Court’s upholding of the

lower court decision departs sharply from
a ten year irene m wmcn R nan mcreasmg-
ly expanded the constitutional right toprl-
racy. Its decision does not require the
fifteen states which have repealed sodomy
L~ws to reinstitute those laws, but it does
lessen the pressure on states that haven’t.
And even though sodomy laws are seldom
enforced, they provide a pretext for dis-
criminatlon against homosexuals in housing
employment, licensing security clearan-
ces and" other areas. "They create a ...
highly destructive ...aura of criminality-"
around homosexuals, says Frank Kameny,
a member of the Columbia Commission
on Human Rights and frequent spokes-
person for gay groups.
The recent Supreme Court decision

affirmed a 2--1 ruling (though not nece-
ssarily its reasoning) of a lower Federal
court that last fall rejected a challenge to
a Virginia law prohibiting consensual sod..
omy. Two gay men had challenged the
law, which makes the Practice punishable
by up to five years in jar and up tea
$I,000 fine, as a violation of their right
to "seek and enjoy sexual gratification"
and of their rights to privacy and duepro-
cuss.
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INVISIBLE HAND
WHAT FORD BUDGET MEANS

Continued from page7
briton. Concretely, thisbudget would mean
tlmt the spectre of malnutrition and star-
ration which is now haunting Chile"thanks"
to the collaboration of the monopolies, the
agencies of the U.S. government, and the
"neutral" scientists from Chicago, would
be ~preadlng its horror further here in the
U.S. where, unfortunately unbeknownst to
most of us, it Ires a firm hold already.

21 Milllen U.S. Children
Undernourished

Although a recent study by two pro.
lessors at the University of California
indicates that 2.1 million children in the
U.S. are already so undernourished that
there is danger of improper brain develop-
meat, the Ford budget plans to pare $900
million from the food stamp program
despite the fact that more people than ever
qualify under current standards. And al-
though Congress found it necessary to
override Ford’s veto in approving the
Special Supplemental Food Program for
Womeq Infants and Children (WIC Pro-
gram), the Ford administration not only
went ahead and illegally impounded 940
million of those Congress.approved sup-
plemental funds (which would allow 500,000
additiona.l infants, childr.en, and pregnant
or nursmg mothers to uenefit from the
WIC Program), but also proposed to cut
another $600 million from 15 child nutri-
tion programs in next year’s budget.

Education, available only to the richest e-
lites in Chile in the wake of the fascist
takeover, will fall victim to further cut-
backs in the Ford 1976/77 budget, too;
as though education hadn’t already proven
insuffieiently funded to prevent what must
be called the great illiteracy crisis of this
country. Instead of getting the funding
necessary to train more and better teach-
ors, institutes of higher education who,
after all, train those teachers, face the
biggest cuts -- $400 million. The effects
on graduate student employment, on class-
room size and on opportunities in socially
useful and needed careers have become
manifest even here at UCSD, a university,
after al/, which already caters to what must
be called a small elite. Clearly the elite
of those of us who do want to remove
our privilege by helping spread it-by
helpP, g others to read, figure and reflect
for h;emselves--is going to be rendered
even smaller, "cut to size" so-to-speak,
by the proposed cutbacks.

Domino Theory Brought Home

- Middle since Falls next
But this is precisely one lesson to be

learnt from Chile--that "the invisible
hand of the marketplace," ff unleashed,
becomes the very palpable fist of Imnger
sparing only few (15% in Chile right now,
with things only threatening to hit even
larger sections of the former elites, too)
and whiclN because it spares but few,
always comes armed with the brass-
knuckles of fascist repression. For with-
out these arms, the privileged fewer and
fewer could not protect their ever greater
and more outramous privilege.

tat the relegation of more and more
people to the brink of poverty is not a
matter of idle speculation as far as the
U.S. is concerned, can again be learned
from a closer look at Ford’s budget plan.
Even though this is an election year,
Ford is planning to widen the gap between
rich and poor by hitting workers wi~h a
5% increase in social security taxes,
while proposing corporate tax vrRe-offs
which would reduce the corporate tax by
$13 billion.

For Ford, like Pinocbel, is the ooro
poratinns’ boy and gets his economic
instructions from the same academic hit-
man, Milton "Man-of-peace" (in German
"Friede" means peace) whose theory
rationalizes the all-out economic war
against all but the few who continue to
suck new capital and the old privilege of
leisure from the squalor and toil of the
many. Hedeesthisonbelmlfofa corporate
structure shaken by its own limits, by
the ultimately lethal contradictions capi-
talism encounters when its imperialist ex-
pausion runs into the successful opposition
of national l/beration or independence
struggles. It is at this point that the con-
tradictions described by Marx as inherent
in capitalism finally co me back home again,
after having for so many decades been
displaced onto the Third World.

Quite ~y, with the Third World
winning decisive victories in Asia, Africa,
.~md, with Umitatiou, in the Mideast, the
capitalist centers of the world find them-
selves deprived of the long range expec-
tation of being able to expatriate large a.

mounts of capital from the productivity
of labor in the Third World. That capital
had until recently provided an almost in-
exhaustible flow of surplus with which
the giant parent companies and banks
could finance both the refueling necessary
to stay competitive with the huge mono-
polies of other nations, as well as the
bribes with which the labor force of the
"advanced" capitalist nations couldbe kept
in line.

Cerporete Welfare State:

Financing Public. Profits Private
That source having been somewhat

diminished and, maybe even more im-
portantly, capitalism, in its necessarily
insatiable hunger for profit, having con-
verted so much of nature into exchange
value, into commodity products, that the
limits of nature’s exploitabllity loom large
on the polluted horizon, monopoly capi-
talism is no longer able to come up with
the far greater amounts of capital needed
to sustain its necessary growth,without
taking back all the profit absorbing con-
cessions it could afford to make to the
working class at the height of imperialist
expansion. Being basically bankrupt by
itself, it uses its state to extract enough
capital out of the pockets of wage and salary
earners (by way of the income tax which
accounts for an ever higher percentage of
total tax revenue) to bail itself out. While
in the past some of that money flowed into
the public sector providingpubllc services
like education, health, housing, welfare,
food programs, etc., the capital needs of
the private sector are now so high that
large amounts of capital are now taken out
of the public sector and used to refinance
the private sector. As the example of Lock-
heed shows only most blatantly, the state
is the conduit by way of which the bank-
ruptcies axe soolalized,whereas~of course,
as can be seen from the manner in which
the private banks in New York collect
on their loans with interest and all, the
profits made possible with the tax payers’
money remain private--and accumulate in
the hands of ever fewer superbosses.

As usual, the Federal Government
isn’t the only one doing the super-corpo-
rations’ bidding. Hordes of smallnr-time
politicians and small-time bureaucrats,
reaching all the way down to the level of
UCSD administrators, lave, because of the
greater competition at the lower rungs,
anticipated Ford in respondingtotbe shift-
ing corporate needs. For some time now
they have tried to outdo each other in the
brown-nosing and preparatory brown-
shirting required to please their ultimate
masters. Thus Brown an~ the California
Legislature lave been cutting educational
programs that used to give women and
working class minorities and whites at
least the beginning of an opport~nRy, if
by no means an equal one. And although
the rent hikes projected for the next
years do not yet even approximate the
brutal house-eapropriations employed by
the Chilean Junta, they still have the simi-
lar effect of squeezing poor, self-support-
ing students out of student housing, and, in
view of the exorbitant rents charged in
the rich suburbs surrounding UCSD, out
of the university, period.

UCSD RepreSSion-

part of orenping coup?
We need not look far, either, for indi-

cations of the proto-fasclst means always
mobilized by capital when its crisis be-
comes oppressive. A catalogue of recent
administrative acts and decisions may
illustrate our administrators’ role as ap-
prentice Ruiz Dangeaus (Ruts l~u,
as the junta’s superintendent for the uni-
versity system of Chile, was responsible
for the complete annihilation of all free=
dora of speech, thought, assembly, choice
of study, etc., and for the systematic
elimination of all progressive forces a-
mong students, workers, and faculty from
the universities--and often enough from
Chilean society.):
1) 10 out of over 150 students protesting
UC complicity with one of the most bru=

tal and anti-human organizations the world
has ever experienced are subjected to a
mockery of due process, to a hearing for
which the administration as accuser also
feels free to determine the format and
pick the judge; a hearing which, though
supposedly "open" is held, closed by
campus and outside police force to all
but a mere 50 students at a time; a hear-
ing whose hearing officer follows lectures
given to him by the prosecutor and whose
hearing officer’s alleged conflict of in-
terest is never even denied, let alone re=
fated.
2) Censorship is imposed by the Admini-
stration agahmt the express will of the
student government: Intl-Iliimant. a Chi-
lean folk and protest group gets its Coop
approved funds frozen by Murphy, as dues
the New Indicator, whichalso is threatened
by administrative plans to sell printing
equipment vital to its existence as a true
challenge to the Triton Times monopoly.
Finally, students are paid to tear down
posters and announcements from bulletin
boards.
3) The student-financed "official" campus
paper betrays its gratitude to the master
that gave it that privileged status (worth
:~7,000 over against a mere $5,800 given
to the New Indicator, for instanci.~) Dysup-
pressing information critical of the ad-
ministration and by engaging in its own
libelous smear campaigns against the ad-
ministration’s opposition, in this manner
pretty much serving the function the CIA-
financed El Mercuric) served in preparing
the middle class for the fascist coup.
in Chile.
4) Campus workers are harrassed and
intimidated when they try to organize.
Not even the workers’ lunch half-hour
is theirs any more when the administra-
tion tells supervisors to call in the cops,
if they see union representatives talking
to workers during their lunch break.

These trends are corroborated as
part of a larger system-Immanent develop-.
ment towards fascism by parallel events
outside the campus.

Citywtde, for instance, union busting
efforts (at Solar or Campbell) in which
big business used the big union bureau-
crecy against the striking workers, man~
aged, with the additional help of court in.
junctions against effective picketing, to
force almost any future effective workers’
action into wildcat risks.

Nationwide, Senate Bill One, the racist
anti-busing campaign which is openlysup-
ported not only by Ford or Reagan or Wal-
lace, as well as a bevy of repressive
decisions (against gays, for the death pe-
nalty, e.g.) handed down by the courts,
together with the suppression of a lot of
damning material against FBI and CIA
criminal activity and the simultaneous
announcement by Ford that he wants to
have legislation which would severely
punish future Daniel Ellsbergs, Schorrs,
or Philip Agees, all point to the severity
of the historical situation.
Hang Together or be hanged

It is this writer’s opinion that, unless we
counter this open retooling towards fas-
cism with the mobilization of the broadest
possible front, and unless we do so with
utmost dedication and commitment of our
collective energies, here and right now,
at our work and study place, we shall
be lost--either in the abomination of
concentration camps or in the daily dirty
treason of accomodaUon from which none
of the double talk by which so many Ger-
man collaborators with the Nazi terror,
for example, turned themselves into secret
resistance fighters, can redeem us.

The hour is that late, and the choice
that clear. And, as the example of Chile
should have taught us, the other side does
not hesitate to crush the people, no matter
how beautiful and hopeful and persuasive
and peaceful the flower of their liberation
is. Or especially then !

And let us once more remind ourselves
that they don’t leave much. There is al-
ways a Milton Peaceman to establish his
Pax Americana of the cemeteries.
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eliminate five million of the 25 million
recipients.

Ford Is proposing to cut another $600
million from 15 child nutrition programs
which have a current budget of $2.9
billion.

- Federal spending on edu-
cation will get cut hack by $500 million
under the Ford proposal ~ to ~.6billion.
Aid to higher education faces the biggest
cut -- $400 million.

~- Despite an unem..ploy-
meat rate Officially estimated at 8% and
unofficially at 15~ a massive 27.5% cub. ’
back is planned for training and employ-
ment programs. The total program faces
a slash from $6.9 briton to ~.0 billion,
on the assumption that the average of-
flcial unemployment rate for FY 1977
will be "only" 6.9 per cent.

Taxes - To raise money for the budget,
worker’----s-will be hit with a 5% increase
in social security taxes, a provision in.
tended to compensate for the high unem-
ployment rate (here admitted) which leaves
fewer people payingsoclal security.Mean-
while, Ford is proposing corporate tax
write-otis, and reduction of the corporate
tax rate representing $13 billion in lost
tax revenues. ~Z

PUERTO RICO ...
FROM PAGE 7

capital to Puerto Rico. The committee
recenly submitted a long list of "hard-
nosed" proposals to the Puerto Rican
government, including:

.-A three year wage freeze on all
government employees (28% of the work
force);

--Pressure to restrain wage increases
in the private sector, and if possible, to
impose the same curbs;

--Reduction, if not suspension, of fed-
eral minimum wage standards;

--No price controls;
--A "thorough review" of "fringe

benefit" gains won by Puerto Rlcan wor-
kers in the past;

--Placing government-owned utilities
on a "non-subsidized basis," that is,
charging higher rates;

--Cut back on government expenditures;
--Provide additional tax incentives for

U.S. corporations investing in Puerto Rico.
While Puerto Rican workers have led

recent militant strikes and opposition to
cutbacks, the government of Refuel Her-
nandez Colon has consistently sponsored
these types of measures as the solution
for the current economic crisis.

The Compact introduces the concept
of "permanent union" to bolster the U.S.
claims that Puerto Rico is its "internal
affair." The Puerl’o Rican Solidarity
Committee in the U.S. sees this move
to tighten U.S. control over the Island as
a result of the discussion of Puerto Rican
independence in the United Nations De-
colonization Committee, as well as the
growing international support for Puerto
Rican independence, and "the emergence
of a firmly based solidarity movement in
the u.s. for the first time."
When the issue of Puerto Rico is brought

up again in the U.N., the U.S. would like
to be able to point to the Compact, in
order, according to Juan Mar! Brae of the
PSP, to "give legal basis to the United
State’s claim that the discussion of the
Puerto Rlcan case is an ’undue interven-
tion of the U.N. in the internal at~irs of
the U.S.’ "

In response to the growing independence
movement in Puerto Rico, the United States
is attempting to solidify its control while
softening its image. The Compact calls
for a change in Puerto Rice’s status from
a "Commonwhealth" to a "FreeAssoctated
State." Similarly, the change from
"Colony" to "Commonwealth" came in
independence movement at that time, led
by Don Pedro Albisu Campus.

These changes, which the U.S. portrays
as concessions in a relationship it identi-
fies as something in between a colony and
an independent state, have "changed no-
thing in the colonial reiationshJp in the
thing in the colonial relationship between
the United States and Puerto Rico except
its name." according to the Puerto
Rlcan Sol:darity Committee.

"Independence is required as an in.
despensable prerequisite to the excercise
of self-determination," Juan Marl Brae
declared in the U.N., and "since Puerto
Rico has not had independence at any time
since the armed invasion by the U.S.
in 1898," its legal status "cahoot be
validated by plebiscite, elections, or any
mechanism whatsoever that maintains the
present system."



LONG STORIES

IN SHORT :
S-1 LIVES

NEW YORK(LNS)- S-I, the proposed fed-
eral criminal code bill, is not likely to
become law--at least not in 1976--White
House and Justice Dept. officials ad-
mltted privately on April 6. So far,
liberals and conservatives on the Sen-
ate Judiciary Committe have failed to
come up with a compromise on the bill,
alter a month of intense and secret ne-
gotlatlons.
Opponents of S---I stress that mass media

reports that the bill is "dead" are pre-
mature. "It is important that we educate
the general public to the dangers still
in S--I, ’ asserts the National Com-
mittee Against Repressive Legislation
(NCARL). "We stress that S-I cannot
be considered dead until the Senate
Judiciary Committee agrees in some way
to drop it for this year."
The group notes, however, that even if

the bill fails to pass in both houses of
Congress this year, the bill could be
passed by the Senate this year and be
reintroduced in the House next year.
Groups ranging from the United Steel

Workers to the National Lawyers Guild
have long attacked the 799-page S---I bill
as unamendable~ asserting that its pas-
sage in any form would constitute a
massive threat to many basic freedoms.
An attempt to "revise" the U.S. Criminal
Code, S--1 contains a score of legis-
lative attacks on First Amendment rights
of speech, assembly and petition; anti-
labor provisions, and more punitive laws
concerning sentencing, probation and
parole.

S-I STILL DANGEROUS DESPITE
"CONSERVATIVE COMPROMISE"

Civil liberties groups and other S--I.
critics dispute the well-publicized claim
that conservative sponsors of the bill have
given in on most of its objectionable
provisions. Congress members heavily
pressured by S--I proponents have pro-
posed 16 amendments to the bill--but con-
servative sponsors Roman Hruska and
John McClellan have agreed to onlyfour.
The "concessions" are limited to de-

criminalizing the possession of small a-
mounts of marijuana; repeallngtheSmlth
Act, which bars membership in groups
advocating overthrow of the government;
limiting the death penalty to those con-
victed of murder in connection withanair-
plane hijacking;, and retaining the sanity
defense in criminal trials.
"So far the media has stressed how much

the conservative sponsors of S-1 have
compromised," NCARL states. "We
need to focus public attention on those
amendments which were denied or only
accepted in part, and those provisions not
even considered controversial enough to
merit attention by the liberals, whlchare
clearly repressive and contribute to the
overall authoritarian nature of S--l.’
Un touched by any of the compromise

measures are manyprovlsions posingex-
tensive threats to freedom of assembly,
NCARL notes. ’Simarly,’, the group says,
"the threats to labor’s right to organize
and strike in the extortion provision haye
not been eased," nor have the dangers
presented by consplracylaws. Numerous
other provisions--including the proced=
ures for committing persons to mental
insititutious, forced ’use immunity’in
grand jury proceedings, and the draft
and military counseling crimes, NCARL
says, "need to be carefully studied and
opposed for the dangers theyposetocon-
stitutJonal liberties."

Critics of S-1 warn that unless op-
Imnmts exert continual pressure apinst
tlw bill, amended or not, liberals and
cousrvatives on the Senate Judiciary
Committee will press hard for a compro-
mise and eventual passage.
For more information on the bill or

opp~)sltion to it, contact the National Co-
mmittee Against Repressive L~iation,
510 C Street, H.E., Washiagto% D.C.
20002. Phone (212)-543-7659

USCOP PROVIDES KNOW-HOW

TO IRANIAN SECRET POLICE?

NEW YORK (LNS)- A member of the
Peoria, Illinois police department has left
his job there for a top-level post with the
Iranian national police. Richard D. Courono
a computer operations analyst, will be
working under contract for Ultra Systems
of New port Beach, California. Ultra Sys-
tems has a contract with the Iranian gov-
ernment to provide the military pollce with
computer technology.
At the present time, the Savak, the I-

ranian secret police, is fairly devoid of
computer technology, but Couron predicts
"great and significant changes." Known
as the Father of the Computer Assisted
Dispatching and Online Information
Service," Couron is taking with him ex-
pertise in some of the most sophistica-
ted police computers yet devised--quite
proLably to build huge data banks on poli-
tical dissenters and prisoners of Shah
Riza Mohammed Pahlevi’s autocratic rule.
The Savak is possible the largest secret

police force in the world with 60,000 mem-
bers, several hundred of whom operate in
Europe and the U.S., according to the I-
ranian Student Association. The Associ-
ation says that 200-300 Iranians havebeen
killed in prison or assassinated in the last
three years, most of them victims of the
Savak.
The Shah came to power in the first

fascist coup engineered by CIA, shortly
after the end of World War II; the coup
was carried out of CIA agent Klm Roose-
velt--a grandson of FDR--at the direction
of the U.S. State Department, as Roos-
evelt freely admits in the BBC docu-
mentary, "The Rise and Fall of the
CIA."

IRANIAN STUDENTS

SET RECORD STRAIGHT

NEW YORK (LNS)--Pickets surrounded the
Illinois State University’s International
House March 27, asking the public to boy-
cott an International Fair inside. The fair
claimed to "international understanding"
and largely consisted of the sale of trin-
kets produced in foreign countries.
Iranian students wanted to expiainthe con-

ditlons under which some of those products
were made, including imperialism, Third
World poverty, multinational corporations
and political repression ill U.S backed
dictatorships. Instead they were forced
outside the fair where they picketed and
handed out leaflets. The Iranian Students
Association was joined by members of the
Erltrean Students Association and African
students,

FEMINIST JOURNAL

F.B.I. TARGET

NEW YORK (Mfli~nt/LNS)- A 1970
FBI memo revsals tlmt "Women: A
Journal of LItmratlo%’, l~blished in
BaR/more, has been uffiler Burenu sur-
veillance. The FBI admits to hevIDg mon-
itered the lmblication’s finances, leader-
ship and activities. Women on tlw staff
say they bare bad their houses watched.
their mail Olmned, their phones tapped,
and have been fol]oved.

UNION GAINS

IN E. KENTUCKY MINES

NEW YORK (LNS)- Miners at the Justus
mine in McCreary Co., easter~n Kentucky
have voted 126 to 57 to be represented
by the United Mine Workers (UMWA)
union. The mine is owned by the Blue
Diamond Coal Co., the owner of the Scotia
mine in nearby Letcher County, Ky., where
26 men were killed in March in two meth-
ane explosions.
The Justus Mine, Like the Scotia mine,

had been organized into a company union
with weak safety standards and almost no
safety training. The current contract at
the Scotia mine expires in July and the
UMWA is also preparing for an organ-
izing drive there.
UMWA President Arnold Miller said the

April 1 vote at the Justus mine "proved
that miners want more stringent safety
standards." According to Miller, about
one third of all the non-union coal mined
in the U.S. comes from eastern Kentucky.
The UMWA began serious organizing ef-

forts in eastern Kentucky after Miller’s
reform leadership ousted former UMWA
president Tony Boyle in 1972. The first
fruits of their organizing work in that
area came in August of 1974 when a 13-
month strike in Harian, Kentucky against
the Duke Power Co. triumphed over stub-
born company opposition.
(Thanks to the Mountain Eagle from Let-

cher Co., Ky. for this story).

FARMWORKER FILM BANNED IN FLA.

NEW YORK (LNS)- UnRed Farmworkers
supporters picketed a local television stat-
ion in Tampa, Florida, after WEDU--TV
refused to show a Public Broadcasting
documentary about farmworkers. The sta-
tion president said "A Day Without Sun-
shine" wasn’t shown for fear it might cause
"divisiveness among certain socio-econo-
mic groups."

TAX-FREE PROFITS

Some facts you might’ve chewed on while
filling out your Form 1040:
m 1974, ford Motor Company paid no

taxes on its $352 million in profits; Ho-
ney well paid nothing on $99 million. Six
other big corporations likewise paid not-
hing, according to the Congressional Re,.
cord. American Motors was taxed at a
rate of 8% on its $35 million profits.
That’s the same rate paid today--one tax
cut later--by a family of four earning
$10,000. The Chase Manhattan Bank paid
the same tax rate as a family of four
earning $6600.

BIG APPLE WORMY

TO SOME

NEW YORK (LNS)- Here are the fig-
ures to prove what everyone has been say-
ing--women and third world workers have
suffered the most from New York City’s
massive budget cuts.
According to a report from the city’s

Commission on Human Rights releasedA-
,pril 15, whites represented 67% of the
city agencies’ work force sixteen months

5%~,o~0 but they have accounted for onlyof the 46,435 "separations."
By contrast, third world workers account-

ed for 43% of the layoffs although they
made up only 32% of the city work force.
Similarly, the report says, women ac-

counted for 33% of the job losses, al-
though they represented onlx 28% of the
work force. Men made up 71% of the work
force and 63% of the job losses.
Particularly hard hit by layoffs, the Com-

mission reports, are Hispanic workers,
whose numbers were reduced by 51.2%.
Black workers lost 35% of their jobs.
The three categories in which women

and third world workers were most heavi-
ly represented--paraprofessionals, cleri-
cal and service/maintenance--made up
52.6% of the city work force, but sus-
tained 73% of the layoffs.

" " " WHILE OTHERS

ROLL IN STYLE

NEW YORK (D&S/I.,NS)- Rolls Royce
Motors Limited had a good year in 1975--
its U.S. sales were up 25%.

"I think you’re making million-
aires in the United States faster than we
can make cars," a company officer said.
U.S. buyers paid an average of $40,000
apiece for the cars. In April, Rolls will
offer a new handicrafted model that sells
for $90,000.

T.V. NEWS HAS CLASS BIAS

SCHORR CHARGES

"The real bias on TV news is not a POl-
Rical bias, R’s a class bias. For example,
when I found out that the government was
about to raise the cost of Medicare pre-
miums, I couldn’t get the story on the air.
The Crouklte crowd couldn’t have cared
less. 20 million people were affected,
and the Westport crowd didn’t care."
--Daniel Schorr, journalist recentlysus-

pended by CBS for releasing the secret
House report on the CIA, interviewed by
Harrison Salisbury in March, 1976.

COMPANY OFFICIAL SAYS

GRAIN DUST GOOD

FOR WORKERS

(NEW YORK (JOB HEALTH NEWS SER-
VICE/LNS)- A Ralston Purina Co. offi-
cial has concluded that grain dust is ac-
tually good for you. In a letter to Dick
Ginnold of the Wisconsin Univ. School for
Workers, who has done a comprehen-
sive study of hazards among grain ele-
vator workers, the Ralston official wrote:
"Although I cannot document R with any
specific reference, I think it has gener-
ally been held that grain dust may ac-
tually be beneficial to a normal, heal-
thy pair of lungs."
Why? Because, he says, "R causes a

worker to cough up forelgn material and
thus clear the respiratory system."

’Wish there was something I could do

for you’


